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Opening ~ermon at w.H.c. 
Washington,D.C. Sept 5, 1969 
by Rabbi Joshua o. Haberman 

THE KEY-WORD OF THE HIGH HOLY DAYS 

Seing this large gathering tonight, it would be naive 

to interpret it as the normal pulse of the Congregation, 

' but even if it is true that, to some extent, curio~•ty 

accounts for this outpouring, I cannot suppress my delight 

in your presence as a gesture of warm welcome and, at least, 

of initial interest. 
~ ) ~ ·) j) , )rl ,) , ,) , ~ ) i) n 

I sense the unspoken question of many: ~ 11\J) ,)J-l 

HOO IS THIS RABBI DIFFERENT FROM ALL OTHER RABBIS? 

Your curiosity is matched by mine: as I look at you, I'm 

wondering, HCY..-1 IS THIS CONGREGATION DIFFERENT FROM SO Mil.NY 

OTHERS IN THE COUNTRY? 

It should be clear to all of us that our questions 

are unanswerable tonight. A number of months, perhaps 

even years, may have to pass before we shall truly come to 

know one another. 

Within a month or so following Yorn Kippur, at the 

time of my formal installation as your Rabbi, I hope to 

articulate my deepest personal convictions and make a 

programmatic statement regarding the direction in which 

l should like our congregation to move. 

Tonight, I prefer to yield to the tradition which, 

on this last Sabbath before Rosh Hashanah, bids us concentrate 

all our thoughts and attention on the job of personal 

preparation for the High Holy Days, the 
t' 

"return," (repentance) Rosh Hashanah 
t'O 

Yorn Kippur. 
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I WOULD LIKE TO INTERPRET FOR YOU TONIGHT 

ONE SINGLE WORD, THE KEY-WORD OF OUR HIGH HOLY DAY SEASON 

-----THE WORD Vc4 /9J\ cormnonly translated as "REPENTANCE. 11 

Rpentance, what does it really mean? 

Is it the same as regret 7 lf you think so, you are 

committing a popular error. Regret and Repentance are 

not the same. 

Regret is something we expe~ 1ence at any time 

and many times in life. Is there a day when you 

don't feel sorry about something you said or should have said? 

Is there a day when you do not reproach yourself because of 

work left unfinihed, duties neglected, or persons 

slighted and offended by you 7 

But, these regrets should not be confused with repentance 

whichis a fairly rare o«urrence and, 

profound. 

of course, much more 

The poet Edwin Arlington Robinson points to the 

weakness of regret: 

us feel bad, 

Familiar as an old mistake 

And futile as regret 

The trouble with regret is that, aside from making 

it does little in the nature of repair, 

reformation, correction or change of character. 

It does not do the hard homework of moral rehabilitation. 

The person who merely regrets is, in George Bernard 

sparkling words: 

"a man who thinks that he is moral 
when he is merely uncomfortable." 
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Even sharper than the sharp-tongued Irish genius 

was a Chassidic master's comment on the value of regret: 

"Dwelling on feelings of regret is like sweeping 

dirt this way and that---- the broom does not 

become any cleaner thereby. The im..-portant 

thing is not to wallow in dirt but to get rid 

of it, to become clean." 

Repentance, my frd.ends, is the real cleansing process. 

It begins where regret ends. It aims at the ethical 

transformation of the penitent. It is among the great 

life-time achievements, certainly much more than a mere 

sentiment or mood. 

The Hebrww term for repentance brings 

out much better than the English word how much more it is 

than regret. ))2',~J\ means literally "coming back," returning. 

It implies a break with the present condition, 

change of behavior, even character. 

a drastic 

I wouldn't be surprised if, at this point 

some of you raised an objection: "Can a man really change 

the basic patterns of his character, overnight 'l 

Can an hour such as this, or a day such as Yorn Kippur, 

un-do what a life-time has done in shaping one's 

personality 1 11 

Believe it or not, this is the claim, 

contention, the promise of our religion. 

the urgent 
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The rabbinic statement that man can acquire 

eternal life in a single hour, refers to the hour of 

which may change the course of one's whole life. 

But, there is a big LJ: 1J?'lf,J) is not as simple as regret. 

Only if you can do two things will you experience genuine ...> ~l e,.Jl , 

F irst, the disintegration of the old self. 

It begins with an intensification of remorse to the point 

when one appears disgusting in one's own eye~) so much so_..) 

that one repudiates and rejects a part of oneself. 

This mood is called CONTRITION: IT MEANS LITERALLY 

" BE I NG CRUSHED AND SHATTERED INSIDE and the classic Biblical 

example is the guilt-stricken David in Psalm 51 who, inwardly 

shattered, throws himself at the mercy of God: 
'""\ 

} J~ ~ /)1) ,1)
1 9 IC 

1/1~1 
7 "7" : . 

The sacrifices of God are a broken spirit 

A broken and contrite heart, 0 God 

Thou wilt no,t despise. 

►ss-1 . ,, 
What is a broken spirit? It is a fracture, 

a split within. The rabbis describe this split or 

inner conflict by means of the image of the r ) ~ ~ 1 

the good urge, wrestling with t~ ()~ )3' the evil urge. 

AND THE FI RST SIGN OF VICTORY OF THEpl ~ ,3' THE GOOD URGE, 

( IS THE PUBLIC CONFESSION. 
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~'- - - -
_ Ahe .moment a man drags his corruption out into 

/ the open and identifies by name the evils he wants to get 

rid of, at that moment he be ins to purge himself. 

When I confess my wrongs, I reject them and and at least 

try to expell them from my system. --of the disintegration of the old self. 

It marks the beginning 

THE SECOND PREREQUISITE FOR _ _./::....~_rV 2-A is the positive 

job of re-integ .ration,. the tll.covery of one' s integrity. 

We sometimes try to boost a man's spirit by telling him 

GET B,llCK TO YOUR BETTER SELF. 

The Jew must believe that there is a better self to return to 
.,J 

that wrong-doings are merely slip-ups, back-slidings or 

deviations from the rock-bottom goodness within. 

The belief that every person could be a better 

man calls for a reallignernent of our relationship with 

one another. This faith is the theological basis for 

reconciliation and forgiveness. Our opinion, our respect 

for a fellowman should be based not upon his performance ~\o'n.L/ 

but also upon his potential for goodness. 

The story is told of the BESHT, Rabbi Israel 

Baal Shem Tovf, founder of Hassidism, that one day, close to 

Yorn Kippur , a leader of the community came to see him and 

earnestly pleaded that a certain evil character be kept 

out of the synagosee: "That man is a menace, a traitor, 

a sinner, a danger to the whole community." 
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The rabbi drew back. "No," he said. "Impossible, 

every man must have at least a spark of godliness." 

"But, abbi," the man protested, "even your great 

heart must recognize that a rotten branch must be cut off." 

Bur XQ!L MUST LEARN, the B1=.:sht replied, THAT AS LONG AS 
:J1:>RIVvC.M 

THAT IS ATTACHED TO THE TRUNK, THERE IS YET HOPE FOR 
~f/lt~ 

IT THAT IT MAY BE CURED. ' 

The story suggests a profound point with reference 

to the role of the synagogue in the whole process of moral 

regeneration: Although theoretically every single 

person is improvable, practically speaking, the individual 

rarely undergoes a significant character change in isolation. 

He usually needs the incentive, the examples, 

contagion of the group. 

the pull and 

Studies in group dynamics show conclusively 

that the influence of the group is overwhelming in producing 

attitudinal changes. Every parent knows that moral 

persuasion on a person-to-person basis cannot compare with 

the impact of group standards upon the child. 

This highlights the need to strengthen the bond 

of every Jew with his people and particularly to the synagogue 

as the representative ofthe Jewish people, the framework of 

our corporate group existence in this land. 
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As long as the Jew identifies with the congregation, 

our tradition, with its ethical standards and ideals, 

fairly good chance of infiltrating the consciousness and 

character of the individual Jew. 

has a 

As long as the branch is attached to the trunk, 

the vital sap of the tree will reach it. 

May the approaching High Holy Days join us 

together and reattach us firmly to that great tradition 

of which we say J) A p ' ;, 1/J// rrc 'j) __pnJ) fy 
r I 

IT IS A TREE OF LIFE TO THEM THAT HOLD FAST TO IT. 



t- -l~> t1 L 1 ,,1 
Eve of Rosh Hashanah 
Sept. 12, 1969 
Washington, D.C • 

. : c-v- i lJh 3 ~1 

. , ~ ~ ~ cl 
EVASIONS OF RESPONSIBILITY - b> >t.c' 11-v-. k; I Iv. k Ii 5°1 

t--Tv~t-' 
I O-,.,.....$x>4-~ -

~ 

Standing here on this first Rosh Hashanah as your 
"'Y"' ".) ~ e ~{-- 5,1--p.--, w-, /h. o 1?1 6 "11 ·'J 'l'> 

Rabbi, and seeing this vast cbngrets:tion, I think with 

profound respect of the founders and leaders of this 

historic Temple, especially my immediate predecessor. 

the late Rabbi Gerstenfeld, under whose leadership 

Washington. Hebrew Co~gregation grew and prospered 
I fut ~ov-eJ h hu.t-~- c4c! ft>(J._5fh,/p . f h,J~ ~ ~ ,/,f/,"f 5""fCe< 5 , ___ 

as never before. The heights we have reached are now o/ ~ -...s 

a mandate P'P to turn our resources, our material and 

moral power for the good of our people and all the children 

of man. 

I pray that God may give us wisdom to build a future 

worthy of our past. 

To all of you I say L' SHANAH TOVAH ••••• 

May you be inscribed in the Book of Life, you and 

your beloved ones who are here with you tonight; and 

if your heart should be aching in recent bereavement 

or in yearning for those who cannot be with you ~z:1"15
' de./ 

I pray that you be strengthened and uplifted by that 

wondrous sense of unity every Jew feels on this night 

with his people and with the One whose Presence is with 

us unto all Eternity. 

Some years ago, General Electric Co. came out with 

a new kind of alarm clock. It wakes you, and when you 

turn off the alarm, 

later. 

it automatically rings again 10 .minutes 
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This clock takes into account a basic fact of hmnan nature: 

WE ALL LIKE TO GO TO SLEEP ON OUR DUTIES. 

Be they ever so forcefully brought to our attention, 

we try to ignore the calls of duty. 

-..~ Jewish Calendar seems to have born in mind our 

moral sluggishness/when it decreed that we should sound the 

alarm of the Shofar on Rosh Hashanah to arouse us from the 

slumber of apathy and indifference ••••• and only 10 days 

later scheduled Yorn Kippur to stir us up once again 

@:th the Sound of :t:tw Kol Ni a:§ to make sure that our 

conscience be fully awakened. 

A newspaper in San Angelo, Texas, once carried 

a signed advertisement in the classified section, marked 

"Personal" which said: 

11 I will not be responsible for any checks 

signed by me this year." --This is ridiculous----and yet the author of this ad was 

doing what , unconsciously, we~trying to do: 

EVADE OUR RESPONSIBILITY. 

We don't put ads in the paper saying so, but we 

have developed to perfection the art of evading responsibility. 

What makes it an art is that, publicly, we 1Jlaintain 

the impreesion of being upright, conscientious hmnan beings, 

while, in reality, we subtly and skillfully evade 

responsbility. WHEREVER RELIGION IS DISCREDITED, IT 

IS Nor BECAUSE ITS STATED AIMS ARE Nor HIGH ENOUGH, BUT 

BEQ\USE EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE THEM ARE SO L<J...I. 
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If ibe decisions and resolutions we shall frame this 
<:.._~~"'-Orrh-lt(~ · it:,.J 

New Year)'are t o be ~ re meaningful than those of previous 

years, we must imedia te ly confront and check the .., • , 

whole strategy of evasion which has always aborted our 1.--

b 
. . ~ c~ ~~~- ~s ~ ~/1...o,l. /hs4&1-i~. 

est intentions. d...Jn o - ~ · . 
f.Je--> co-- ~-f re,~; Is ; ~ -~ f lA-, ~ ~ er o~ cf. ti.,~ k cl o. ~ it__ 

0 · 1. PROCRASTINATION C) /..J,jl t~~ 
Hillel called attention to the most widespread 

technique of evasion: 'Jl #'tc l'e .? -r tcf fl /& If not haw----when? 
(Ab.1.14) 

Mark these two words: LO ACH- SHAV, Nor NCM . 

lt is the eulogy of our finest resolves: 

a sick friend?---- Lo ach-shav, not now. 
1t1;tf; 

this day~an aged parent or relative i-- Lo ach-shav. 

Practice democracy, write a letter to your representative? 
Lo ach-shav. 

You always said that you wanted to read the Bible 

and learn Hebrew, .- Lo ach-shav. 

Yes, I should become active in this worthwhile organization 

but lo ach-shav, 

The tender words unspoken, 

The letters never sent, 

The long forgotten messages, 

The wealth of love unspent •••••• 

For these some hearts are breaking, 

For these some loved ones wait; 

So show them that you care for them 

Before it is too late ••••• 
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Solicitors for charity are well acquainted with the 

tactics of delay. Ask a man for a donation, and all 

of a sudden he turns into a deep thinker! He needs 

more time to study the cause. Or, he pleads 

consideration for his wife. He must talk it over with her; 

----any excuse to gain time in which to subdue his more 

generous impulse. LO ACH-SHAV, Nor NOO', is a tried 

and tested method of evading responsibility. 

After Rebbi Moshe of Kobryn died, someone asked 
been 

a disciple what hadAmost important to this saintly teacher. 

The disciple thought and thought, then answered: 

WHATEVER HE WAS DOING AT THE MOMENT, 

Res~nsibility means the capacity to respond to 

need and duty
1
at the moment of awareness, ----and the very 

first trick of evasion is to say: LO ACH-SHAV, Nor NOdl 

2. REFUSAL OF THE PRICE 

Another highly successful strategy of evading 

responsilility has considerable appeal to common sense. 

For eXample, we say: 

disagree with that, 

11A man has to live." Who could 

but what does it really mean? 

In every profession and in every trade, there is a 

code of ethics and also men who knowingly transgress it. 

But, what pangs of conscience we may feel, may be &n11thl•111d 

with the plea of self-preservation. 
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Properly translated, the words, 11A man has to live 11 

' 

I am somewhat ashamed of what I'm doing, but 

I don't have the moral courage to act like a man 

of integrity, and besides, it's too expensive. 

In other words, you admit the rightness of the ideal, 

but refuse to pay the price it demands. 

Another common expression which helps us escape 

responsibility is the phrase: 11 I 'H 
J.,.,.eJ,ed i_s °' ONLY~ PERSON" 

ln&f1S 
~b;WUP> irrefutable!«olf!ei W E 1A common sense appeal: 

"See, here, I know ~duty, 

but look at all those others. 

This strategy, by the way, has a noble ancestry. 

It goes back to the prophet Eli!j.ah. hen Elijah wanted 

to quit the prophetic calling, he informed God of his 

intention to drop out with the words; 

There are no more prophets of the Lord. 

All Israel have turned traitor; 'r?f ✓-~ ~t(Cf 
And I am only one person. (I Ki.19.14) 

God rebuked Elijah and told him to go on with the job 

regardless. But, ever since, 11 1 AM ONLY ONE PERSON," 

has remained the classic argument of the shirker of responsibility. 

~ 
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A hospital staff doctor, a government employee 

in Civil service, a member of the faculty, all kinds 

of people in all sorts of positions almost every day notice 

abuses or defects in the organization that cry out for 

correction, but cowardly evade --- responsbility with 

I'm only ~ person. the excuse: 

You become aware of massive social exploitation and 

decay, the air poisoned, - rivers polluted, minds 

contaminated by hate, crime stalking our streets, cities 

dying and young people dropping out and drifting-------

and what are you doing about it? 
~.w~ a ~f i..)3 r-

You Jt@iQVi!l.il~l~ alibi: 

of fighting, I'M ONLY ONE PERSON. 

The underlying assumption in this 

What I s the use 

backing away from responsbility is that "only .Q!l! person" 

is an insignificant factor, that it doesn't matter what 

only~ person does. 

The truth is that all the good and all the bad in the 

world usually begins with only one person. -
Rabbi Yehoshua ben Chananya tells us: 

I was once walking along, and there was a short-cut, a 

path crossing a field • ..._ As I was entering 

upon the pa th, a little girl called out to me: 

"Rabbi, this is a private field!" 

I answered: " But, there is a trodden path." 

She then said: Trespassers like you have destroyed ~shis 

portion of our fie~a and made it a path. 
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The path of wrong-doing is constantly being widened 

by those who conform to the prevailing lower standard. 

fSpgpe ttiet t f ,:zt~t;V-~ I ~ere1t:.er example 

with the excuse that the individual does not matter in the 

sum total of society. 

Albert Einstein, shortly before his death, said: 

IF ONLY 2 PERCENT OF THE WORLD ' S POPULATION 

WERE DETERMINED FOR PEACE, WAR WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE. 

3. GErERAL PRINCIPLES---- YES. SPCECIFIC 

PRACTICE ----- NO! 

The most sophisticated method of evading responsibility 

is to profess a lofty principle and forget about the 

practice. 

Out in washington State there was a lumber camp. 

Downstream was a little community. The people there would 

fish floating logs out of the river. They would saw off the 

ends which bore the lumber company stamp. Then, they would 

take the logs and build houses for themselves. Their preacher 

got wind of this. Next Sunday, he preached a sermon on 

"Thou shalt not steal." 

After services, the congregation praised him warmly and 

thanked him. 

the topic: 

The following Sunday, he preached on 

"THOU SHALT NOT CUT THE ENDS OFF OTHER PEOPL .. ,5 LOGS 11 

and they ran him out of town~ 

I am certain that we have people in our congregation, 

as elsewhere, wha are in favor of justice, lszothovi :,sd a2R:1 
/l,t o T ~ ; -f-- i k t.e,,.,. ~ i .S t..J ; fl-._ f l,.g_;,,,. 

2 J • spj in general, but ju!I t! ilaR 1 :& s ae h0u these 
D~ M+l__j_-st" ~'ca':"- &:>Ir' pir:11:lee.t.--, 
princillles ;(pp~: cs spoci fi a<::Cnd i J l fnmrea mi:neei:e,• gzsups •••• 
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Or, businessmen who expect their wives and children 

to speak the truth, but can't see what that has to do with 

deceptive advertising copy ••• 

Or, those Temple members who say that they are so 

proud of Judaisn in general, but neglect every specific 

Jewish standard of observance, the Sabbath, prayer and study 
defa, (eel 

not to mention the~ethical prescriptions of our tradition. 

6'titc:la~ )i'~1Mlt.ft!J I. :1t,<Mf@j 1 •ffe.O:ti>~ • • • • • • 

Perhaps the cleverest evasion of responsibility is 

to make a show of meeting the very duty from which we 

strenuously escape: In this respect PUBLIC PRAYER 

is our greatest danger. It lends itself to a magnificent 

game of pretending, particlularly during the High Holy 
-

Days with their prolongation of worship, the solemn fast~d 

the impressive confession of sins. 

But, Isaiah, already 26 centuries ago, was not taken in 
~ 0... It. f /1,.,,.,,.__/ 

by all that show of~piety and voiced his disgust with 

lip-service in that classic chapter 58 which we read 

as our Haftarah on Yorn Kippur Day. If there is no real 

Teshuva, no turning about, no actual change in the Jew's 

way of life, then prayer and fasting are for nothing. 
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Hany of our brightest and most sensitive people have 

developed a deep distrust of all institutions. Their 

anti-establishment feelings have turned them against 

institutionalized religion. They call the synagogue 

innocuous, ineffective and hypocritical. 

Read a symposium on the Synagogue in the current issue 

of DI ME 101 , Reform Judaism's official publication, 

and you will find to your surprise that a number of rabbis, 

including some in the Washington area, consider the Syngogue 

useless and foresee a Jewish future without it. 

I disagree. The fault is not in the institution but 

in human nature, in our own moral failure,in our deceptive 

games and evasions ~eJ'. I dt I . )!,. It is human character:::> 

more so than the SynagogueJthat is in need of treatment. 

THS SYNAGOGUE ,OULD BE BURSTING ITH VITALITYJIF THE J EWS 

ATTENDING NOWJ WOULD ONLY \ HAT T Y &AY. 

Hypocrisv cannot be swept out of an institution ----it must 

be swept out of the htnnan heart, 

Tonight, my friends, we are moving up to one of the 

great spiritual peaks: no finer proclamations could be made 

than those which fill our prayerbooks; no loftier visions, 

no higher standards than those we declare on Rosh Hashanah 

and Yorn Kippur. If we lived up to such aspirations, we 

would scale great heights of ethical perfection. But, 

eyially big and very near such blessed heights is the 

summit of moral sterility which we would reach by all too 
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commonly practiced techniques of moral and spiritual evasion. 

The essential meaning of responsibility is to _,.. d.c:f,. 

The choiees we shall make will be right if we remember 

these 3 requirements: 

1.SURRENDER YOUR TACTICS OF DELAY 
if tvo r NOW W tff,J 

2. BE READY TO PA.YA PRICE: No integrity without 

moral courage and no moral courage without 

sacrifice. 

5PI alTVAl-
3. PRI NCIPLES WITHOUT SPECIF IC APPLIQ\TION ARE A~ 

STARVATION DIET. 

" tf. l/~r(µ. be/v-M ~ 
At every moment of life, we face eriz:un and Eval the 

blessing and the curse, and the choice is with you. Amen. 



-
n incident has been reported, involving a man who comes 

very late to the service of his congregation. 

Just as he tries to enter, the doors open and a worshipper 

is leaving. He asks the man: IS IT ALL DO • 7 

O, ls the reply, IT IS ALL ID: GOir G OUT 

T D IT. Amen. 
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A CAUSE • 

"Find a cause to \Yhich 'OU can dedicate yourself. 
You n1ay not be able to do n1uch for the cause but the 
cau ·e can do much for you. ' 

- J OH.1.. BRIGH1◄ 



un·h,oly 
writ 

By 

MOLLEE 

KRUGER 

Selichos 
(Note: It is customary to begin the 

recital of penitential prayers at a 
midnight service the week before Rosh 
Hashanah.) 

A midnight 
mass 
of people 
pass 
through 
hollow-ringing halls, 
The light bulbs 
glare 
in martyred stare, 
A haggard world 
recalls 
the awful sum 
of what will come. 
The penitential prayers 
race wild at will, 
And edged with ' 
chill, 
They clatter 
down 
dark 
stairs. 

<;opyr!ght 1969 Mollee Kruger 
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Thus saJe .;b tue Lord 
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Conscience: the still, small j 
voice that makes you feel still 

smaller. 
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Misfire. In Den er aft r i\ re ting the 
pi:tol a"a~· from a man trying hold 
him up, eorg a\ a 1a wa told by hi 
,vould-be , ailant: "Let ju t for e this 
-I'll run.' 
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True Repentance: Creed versus Dee 

Holy rit oew not say: 

"And God saw the sackcloth and the ae of the people 

of i veh." and therefore e spare them, but rather 

that Qod ea their ttworke," that they turne 

from the evil and from the violence that was in their 

han s. 

The soul of man should be as a glittering mirror; 

when there is rust on the mirror the face is not 
iii;, 

reflected by ito so when there is sin in the man 

he cannot see Go • .. 
isdom of Solomon. 
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r Rabbi Yitzhak of Vorki was once 
asked to explain the reason for the 
alphabetical order of the• Confes-. 

1 
sion of Sins prayer on the Day of 
Atonement. , 

"If it were otherwise," he re
plied, ''we should not know ,vhen 
to stop beating our breasts. For 
th ere is no end to sin, and no end 
to the awareness of sin, but there 
is an end to the alphabet." 



I 6 SOMETHING TO 

\~ THIMK ABOUT, 

It is a most mortifying reflection for a man to consider what he has done, \ 
compared with what he might have done. 1~ 

- Samuel Johnson 
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ANN OUNCEMENTS AND COMMENTS 

Friday; October 2, 1959 - Rosh Hashonah Eve - 1959 

NOTE ON THE EVENING SERVICE : "OVEENO HA,.LKAYNU', page 29 - The Congregation is urged 
to join in sing ing responsively the Oveeno Na lkaynu and in other responses and hymns 
which are familiare 

* * * * * 
Early Service participants are reminded to move their cars promptly at the end of 
the Service in order to avoid a traffic jam with those arriving for the Second Service. 

TOMORROW'S MORNING AND AFTERNOON SERVICES 

Rosh Hashonah Morning Service starts at 10 A.M. 
Special Children 1 s Service at 3 P.M~ 

* * * * * 
Samuel l.eopold will read the Torah , Peter Reichlin will play the horn obligate 
in the musica l settings of the Shofa r Service by A.W. Binder. The Shofarwill 
be sounded by David Rosma rin in the Morn ing Service and Peter Reichlin in the 
afternoon Chi 7_dren' s Se rvice 0 

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4: 

Sunday School as usua l 
Men 1 s Club Brunch at 10 h. . M .. - Rabbi Haberman - 11A Catholic in the White Hous en 

NEXT FRIDAY NIGHT, OCTOBER 9 - uSABBATH OF RE PENTANCE't - Rabbi Haberman will preach. 

FUI'URE CONGREG T IOilJaL EVENTS: 

Friday, October 16 - Annua l Congregat i onal Reception following Succoth Eve Service 
Sunday, October 18 - Annua l Meeting of the Congregat ion 
Saturday, October 24 - Sisterhood Dinner Dance - advance res e rva tions are necessary 
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Rabbinic Saying: In the place of repentant sinner 

..,_even the righteous c~n.not stand 

/3,,~ c~ 3 'f k 

Repente,nce not 0 1~ly lifts the sinner out of evil but raises him 

high above the rest o•• for he has struggled with ■m~m~ temptation 

he has overcome evil and thereby gained a moral strength superior to 

those whose integrity has never been challenged •... 

The greatest peril of them all is he who drifts with a sen,Be of 

smugness 
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I WOUT... .. D Lil(E TO INT.I:RP::-~ET F'02( YOU TONIGHf 

~ SINGLE HORD, :'HE ;cEY-WCJ.D OF OlJR HIGH HOLY DAY SEASOI;-

r r ta~, what does it really mean? 

ls ·t the same as regret 7 If you thin.~ so, you are 

committing a popular error. Regret and Repentance are 

.. :ot the sane. 

Regret is something we exper: 'ience at any time 

and many times in life. s there a day when you 

con't feel sorry ebout something you said or should have said? 

Is there a day when you do not reproach yourself because of 

work left unfin5::h.ed, duties neglected, or persons 

slighted and offended by you? 

But, these regrets shou_ ~ot be co!1fuscd ·w.:.th :ceoL-•. ta.nce 

wh.:.chis a fairly rare om:trrenc 

profound. 

and, of cour~e, ~uch more 

The poet ~dwin Arlington Robinson po_1~~ ~o the 
) 

weak .. 'i'less of regret: 

us feel bad, 

Familiar as an old mistake 

And futile as regret 

The trouble with regret is that 1 aside from making 

it coes little in the nature of repair, -

refer.nation, correctio~ or change of character. 

:t does not do the hard homework of moral rehabilitation. 

I 

The peL~on who merely regrets is, in George Bernard' 

,. 

----
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Even sharper than tr.e sharp-tongued Irish genius J 
Chassidic reaster's comment on the value of regr~ 

"Dwelling on feelings of regret is like sweeping 

dirt this way and that---- the broom does not 

become any clc~ner thereby. The Ln~portant 

~hing is not t:o w.::llow in dirt but to get rid 

of it, to become clean." 

Reo~ntance, my fr~ends, is the real cleansing process. 

I·c beg ... ns where r gret ends. I~ aims at the ethical 
p 

t:cc1 . ...; rw.ation of the penL:ent. _tis araong the great 

life ... time achievements, certaL __ y much more than a mere 

brings 

oc1t much better than t:c Jn6lish w rd how much more it is 

than regreto ~ eans literally "coming back," returning. 

1~ ~~plies a b~~ak wit~ the present condition, 

ci1 ..... 1..ge of 'behavior, even ch .... rac·ter. 

a drastic 

I wouldn't be surpr1.sed if, at this point 

so~e of you raised an objection: 1ican a man really cr.:.a.nge 

the· bcsic patterns of his character, overnight 'l 

Can an hour such as this, or a day such as Yom Kippur, 

un-do what a life-tirne has done in shaping one's 

/J persone.lity? 

Believe ~tor not, this is the c_aim, 

co~tention, the promise of our religion. 

the urgent 



OUR MORAL INSTABILITY 

Shabat Shuvah 
Sept. 19, 1969 

One of Judaism's claims to distinction is the 

fact that it was first among the great world religions 

to define holiness in ethical terms. 

There are numerous passages in the Bible which 

reflect this idea. Among the most beautiful and best 

known is the 24th Psalm which we recite before opening the 

Ark on Saturday imornings: 

WHO SHALL ASCEND THE MOUNTAII OF THE LORD 

AND WHO SHALL STAND II HIS HOLY PLACE 7 

HE THAT HATH CLEAN HANDS AND A PURE HEART. 

tow, it may be said of most human beings that there are 

moments when their hands, i.e. their actions, are clean, 

in conform ~ty with decency and justice and when their 
,) 

hearts, i.e. their inner motivation; and intentions / are~• 

The trouble is that such moral purity does not last very long. 

Man has an ethical maintenance problem. 

We are constantly being corrupted by some persistent force 

of moral pollution which requires~as a correctivejrecurrent 

seasons of cleansing, seasons of penitence during which we 

are challenged to restore clean hands and a pure heart. 

Today, on this Shabbat Shuvah, ancient Jewish tradition 

confronts us with the theme of penitence. The word SHUVAH 

means RETURN . It is the opening word of an impressive 

chapter from the prophet Hosea which is customarily read during this 

Shabbat: 
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SHUVAH YISRAEL ----RETURN O I SRAEL , UNTO THE LORD THY GOD : 

For thou hast stumbled in thine iniquity. 

Take with you words, and return unto the Lord; 

Say unto Hirn: ' Forgive all iniquity, and accept that 

which is good;" 

According to Hosea, God replies: 

1 will heal their backsliding, 

1 will love them freely; 

1 WILL HEAL THE IR BACKSLIDI NG. Frankly, I read these words with 

some surprise because I cannot imagine human beings so rehabilitated 

that they would never do wrong again. Hosea either got carried 

away by his enthusiasm or meant this statement in the messianic sense, 
t'11. 'f1..I_ ~cl uf cl b~ 

i.e. that a time would come
11

wnen human nature would be radically 

transformed so that moral b~cksliding would be impossible. 

But, as man is now constituted, he is, of course a 

chronic back-slider. His moods, his emotions, his moral 

impulses resemble more a wave length with its zig-zags than a 

straight line.WE WANT LOVE TO LAST , Bur DOES IT 

We vow eternal love to each other, but it is amo~g the most inconstant 

of all relationships, ever changing, gaining or losing. 

Love in marriage, love between~ents and children, love 

between sisters and brothers, and most of all the love of lovers, 

is always on the slip and slide, subject to ever changing actions 

and reactions, to moods we sometimes can and often cannot explain. 
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The inconstancy we show in our love-life is even 

more pronounced in our moral life. We are not merely 

morally unstable by being good now, and evil tomorrow, but we 

manage to be both good and evil at the same time. 

The angelic and the diabolic are constantly struggling 

within the human heart. 

We dream of a better world but also create the means to 

destroy it. 

• 

We create the welfare state, but also the steaming, stinking 

ghettos of human misery. 

We pour millions of dollars into charity and at the same 

time remain indifferent to the exploitation of the poor and 

deprived. " 
~ .. d 

We seek to rise and transcend the present levels of humanity 

at the same time are subject to the persistent downward pull 

of bestial instincts. 

Of all the mysteries in life none is greater than the 

dual nature of man. He is a civil war. As seen in Jewish 

thought, man is the battle-field of contending forces which 

our theology labels as the tJG°'~ )]' THE INNA'"WE URGE OF 

GOODNESS and therf )~ ,3'THE I NNATE UR.GE OF EVIL. 

One of our great Hasidic rabbis, Yehiel Michal of 

Zlotchov cast the human condition in the form of a parable. 

There was a coachman, said the rabbi, who drove his carriage 

uphill. When the going got rough and the horses could pull 

the carriage no longer, he quickly jumped out of the carriage 

and placed big rocks behind the wheels to keep the carriage 

from rolling downhill. 
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Now, fix this picture in your mind: The carriage being 

driven up the mountain and forced to stop again and again, 

always in danger of sliding downward. 

Wlia tis the meaning of the aarriage and what 

is the symbolism of the rocks behind the whee}6? 

The carriage is a symbol of the human enterprise, seeking the 

heights of progress; yet the more the carriage ascends, 

the greater the danger of it sliding back•••••• 

the more civilization advances, the more terrible and tragic 

become the possiblities of relapse, of crashing downhill 

to the abysmal depths of barbarism. 

The function of religion, particularly of these 

High Holidays, is to provide the power of ins~iration for the 

upward pull, the lift, the boost to our YETZer HATov, to our 

good urge, to pull us upward toward the heights-------

But the pull of inspiration will weaken, as it must; 

,-me moment we cease going forward in our moral power, 

we are in mortal danger of sliding backward and crashing 

downhill to destruction. 

provides for us the breaks, 

It is then that religion 

----IN THEFJlRABLE, the rocks 

behind the wheels -----ift the f 

the whole regimen of commands and prohibitions, CH;..,,.....,._ __ _ 

the private and collective restraints and conventions which 

in ever so many ways serve as the subtle inner brakes upon 

our backsliding tendencies. 
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In this sense you must understand the wording of 

the 24th Psalm, explained Rabbi Yehiel Michal of Zlotchov 

WHO SHALL ASCEND the mountain of the Lord, 

AND WHO SHALL STAND in His holy place? 

Who shall aacend •••••• and who shall stand. 

In your moments of inspiration ascend, fly up to the highest 

point you can reach ••••••••• but be prepared for the time when 

your moral and spiritual power slackens, when you no longer feel 

the inner pull ••••••• then, at least 1stand firmly on the level 

you have reached, resist the downward drag, let the braking 

system of conventional morality and organized religion save 

you from the downward crash. 

ASCEND, IF YOU CAN •••••• AND IF NOT, at least stand firm. 



( 
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In th past, the generation gap was essentially 

a problem of succession, 

The young want to move in too fast, and the old 

re usually too slow in epping aside. 

There will n ver be 

generation but 

youn. 

pe f ct transition from generation to 

the old have always made room for the 

- - Th modern g n r tin gap, however, is an altog ther 

diffe nt problem t uniq e situation. The probl 

With an incre sing numb r of youth i not succession but rejection. 

Thy don't want t ta e 0 Er the role nd ife style of the old. 
~· 

Thy w nt o part of it. 

Aione 17 year old r die 1 ~udent le der put it: 

E D01 'T TO ov GOVERNME T 

WE "' T TOD ... TROY IT. This rej ction is expressed 
symbolically by their phy ical appearanc. Their hair style and 
clothin i a so t of roclam tion: WE DON'T WANT TO BE PART OF 

de rm ve g wing minorit f folks 

h ve pushed rejection of the older generation to the ultimate 

point of total separation from the family, t k;ng up residence 

with oth r rebels of both sexes or joining one of the many 

Hippie colonies that dot the country from cast to est. 

They hav dro ped out of societ -die to ive outside our ,, ~-- •' 

an 

th soc lled "e tabl s 

or th ' ily o 

nt", outside the power structur. 

ch sucn ca dy. 

~ D 
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For the youth in olved, this break with the family 

and society 1 kewise e tails a very great loss even though 

they are not conscious of it. 

Losa of contact with oarents and grandparents means 

loss of the past. Precisely at the pm..nt when life's most 

important decisi s must be made, the essons of experienc 

of former generations er not being passed on. The young must 

find out for them elv s at the expen e of costly mistakes. 

Cut off from fa y, the young are deprived of help in 

time of n _, of encourage ent in moments of indecision.) 

not: to mention 

ethical cond ct 

motivation for higher chievement and 

ich pr cle of family provides. 

--
I cannot imagine gt ter threat to Jewish survival 

than sue separ tion b tween children nd parents. 

Judaism, more than any other religion, is a family tradition 

and when the family is ruptured, 

is in grave jeopardy. 

the continuity of Judaism 

I see at least 3 reasons for th widening gap between the gertt'ations. 

The first represents an volution of our own making. 

Im an the trend, growing ever more pronounced, for parents 

to turn over more and more of their parental role to various 

institutions and agencies. 

A second 

family members. 

i idening di tance between the generat1ons 
facto~ s the prog.eess ive isolation of 

ffluence has accelerated the atomizat' of the family. 

EAch one has a ho .e and a car of his own. 

It began not too lon~ ago with the separation of grandparent 

~-----~f~r _o~m:._:_t~h~e::__~family home. 
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The walk-out of the grandparents was soon followed by 

the departure of our youth, ----first to out-of-town college 

even where first-rate schools were right at home, and then, 

the most recent develo m nt which is for young adults, if 

still sinrlc after college, to set up th~L own aprt ents 

even if they live and work in their home-towns. 

The t~ir~ and ob blv ost s ~nificant cause for the 
wideni rift bet een the genei ~ions is related to the 
temper of our times, 

If ever tr re was a generat'on of youth that needed 

adult guidance, it is this gen ration, 

adult world is failing them. 

but re rett bly he 

Make no mistake about it: 

through a major morale crisi. 

estern civilization is passing 

Albert f stein, l believe, 

put hi fin er on · when .e analyzed human condition 

i orld of plentv, an et tragically unab e to organize 

its massive tech olo_ic po r for beneficial s. He s id: 

1 'l .J I u G l A P~ Fr.CTI OF ?v".ET rluDS 

Youth the ~orl ver re pro e to riotin because they 

are afraid of thi civiliz tion, because society s ems to be 

orst ,beca1 V 11 C" rf ir. that w 1th, 

industry n ove n will be ·1s d for worthy p1.;.rposes, 

bee u e they see no lon~er elevated aims. 

Our childr n are in a quandry, unable to comprehend the waste of 

wealth whilP nillions starve •••••• unable to underst nd this 

immoral war which we were foolish enou h 

t • 



ln this mor 1 crisis facin a tix d-u world who e 

a s no on er co nd re t, too many of 

our youth have found th ·r r o littl o o help at all. 

Too many parents r v "othi~j- 1~ th w y of an an w r. 

Th ir pre-eminent cone rrts .Se~ t-o be... s-e..l f - e ing: 

their eyes o the sock- a~ et, t-heir hart n the country clu, 

and their head in the b auty parlor. 

They shru~ the . e t t- la~ue of 
jMnt.r 

racism. Poverty? hat's the city's problem. Thank 

God, we live in th suburbs. ar? Leave i to the generals 

and th stated pt' 

But youth' nx·et i I a lt truly had 

any lov for h n , y id nee such littl 

concern 'l 

cold, unloving, 

repulsive. 

t the hight of the at tudent revol t Pari 1st 

year, L!..oyd Garri on cabled to the N.Y. Tims: 

to 

Ther i tud nt i trust toward adults, 

11 p rti , 11 yst , all est bli hed theori ·" 
youth ar famished for ideals. They e nothing 

revere, nothing to rouse their enthusiasm. 

I beli ve that 

they yearn for a sense 

r 

of our youth i twofold: 

for a sense of personal 



lt s e tom that thi craving for co all the mor 

urg nt b cau e th ir f ily ties have bee 0 ningl • 

A belon i of a high r ord r i desp rately need d s 

ubstitute for the family. Thi need put a tr ndous 

opportunity 

synagog 

and run lik 

nd responsibility before th yn gogue. 

ne d not b monolythif nt rprisa, tr amlined 

an efficient f ctory. Th r hould be ro 

for semi-autonomous, spontan o as ociation. 

l'l. H. C. wit its 1800 families hould spa 

in i own mid a who of p ci l group co wiiti 
~ 

tightly kn t oup, congre t within~congregation. 

e hould enco OU , d lt and outh, to 

clust r about an f 1 co. 0 po • Our p ople 

ra 1 created t • hy can't we ai pt it t the 

ndit n 0 co try 'l lf a group of f milies or 

in j A s anted to orm n urban ibbutz, modified 

s, 

in 

eollective, sharing some areas of their life as a cooperative 

association, we should gie it every encouragement under the 

guidance of Jewish ethical ideals. 

C 11 on you to i ht to hel bring our p opl 

togeth r d r the egi of the Congr g tion, to unit 

in progr of tudy, o n di cu ion and delib r t action 

tho ho c nan wi h to b d, to X n to eth 

th V xing mor of our g and to earch out the 

fin t ind 0 t dit o for ui to y. 

e.eds 
we at out to d d~:±t:~rm., l tu 

b pr pr d for look of th yn go u • 



THE GENERATION GAP 
By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 

Washington Hebrew Congregation 
Washington, D. C. 

One of the lesser known statistics in our country is the number 

of runaway children. Each year, an estimated half-million teen-
( l ) 

agers run away from home. In seven years time, the warrants issued 

by parents for the return of runaway children has doubled, according 
(2) 

to the police departments of Chicago and New York. These tragic -statistics dramatize the growing division between parents and children , 

In addition to the half million boys and girls who run 

away from home, there are many, many millions who stay, but desert the 

values, morals, standards of behavior and beliefs of their parents. 

For some time now, tlis problem known as the 11 generation gap 11 has been 
,I 

recognized as one of the nation 1 s most serious problems. 

arents are not the only ones who can 1 t get along with teen agers 

nowadays. One of the nation 1 s foremost experts on the problems of 

youth, Evelyn Millis Duval, wrote: 

11 Wherever I go across the country, I meet teachers who are not sure 

what to do with or for their students in junior and senior high schools. 

I hear college professors, expert in their subject matter, profess ignorance 

about how to handle campus issues. I see church programs dwindle as soon 

as children reach their early teens--largely because too few worthy adults 

feel comfortably effective with this age group, I watch youth-serving 

programs in community after community fail, because staff members and 

volunteers are ill-trained and poorly prepared to work competently with 
(3) 

today 1 s teenagers. 11 
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Many of us worry a whole lot about the growing polarizaton in 

this country. There is a sharpening of antagonism between the races 

and between political opponents, the hawks and the doves. You can add 

to these the widening gap between the generations. In re-examining 

1s much discussed subject, I shall try to answer three basic 

questions: 
Whc\t~"ke.s. d,f ev-e,c, .. r 

l. ~ the generation gap today d. from previous times? 

2. What are the major causes of our generation gap? 

3. What can we do about it? 

l. THE BASIC DIFFERENCE 

Is our generation gap really different? Have not all parents and 

children in the past experienced conflict with each other? Is it not 

natural for young and old to see things in the light of their own 

different experiences? Did not every normal youth resist the authority 

imposed upon him by the adult world? In what way is today's generation 

gap different from what it a]~ was in former times? 

The basic cause of the generation gap is, of course, the difference 

in age. 11 The trouble with parents, 11 wrote a small girl, 11 is that they 

are so old by the time we get them, it's hard to change their habits. 11 

In the past, this difference in age used to be taken care of by the 

passage of a little time. The world remained pretty much the same. As 

children grew up, they would surely pass through the same experiences 

as did their parents and, before long, the children came to feel and 

think like their parents. Mark Twain recorded this process of gradual 

reconciliation between parents and children in his remark: 

) 
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"When I was a boy of fourteen, my father was so ignorant I could 

hardly stand to have the old man around. But when I got to be twenty

one, I was astonished at how much he had learned in seven years. 11 

In a world that remained fairly stable a child would naturally 

grow up very much like his parents. The anthropologist, Dr. Margaret 

Mead, says of those former times: 

"The grandparents could conceive of no future for thei'r grandchildren 

different from their own past. 11 

Such times are gone. We live in an age of fantastic change. 

Someone said: 

"Change is changing faster than change has ever changed before. 11 

Within less than a single generation, we have moved from the electronic 

to the nuclear into the space age. Our children grow up in a different 

kind of world from the one in which we matured. There is far less chance 

that like young Mark Twain they would, after a few years of normal conflict, 

close the gap between the generations. This, I believe, is the basic 

difference between the generation gap today and former ages. 

2. THE CAUSES 

Let us now ask our second queston: Wherein do youth and their 

elders differ most sharply? What are the major causes of the conflict? 

To start with there is a growing divergence in thinking. The 

widening generation gap is also an"education gap. 11 The fathers of 

two-thirds of today's college students did not go beyond high school. 

Prolonged education exposes the minds of our youth to many new ideas. 
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Learning challenges a person to question conditions as they are 

and plants new concepts, including ideas for change, in the mind of the 

student. 

Our youth are also the first TV generation. The whole world, with 

its conflicts and different ideologies, has been brought to their 

attention from earliest childhood on. They are more aware of social 

and moral problems than were their elders at a similar age. The sharp 

difference in thinking between youth and adults is illustrated by the 

emergence of a large underground press. There are now over 600 underground 

newspapers being read mostly by young people, who have come to think 

differently from their elders. 

Related to the extended education as a cause of conflict is the 

prolonged childhood of our youth. Young Americans remain separated from 

responsible participation in the adult community longer than any other 

youth in the world. This is one of the reasons why so many of our youth 

feel restless and frustrated. They resent being treated like children when, 

physically and mentally, they believe to be adults. Although extended 

education is meant for their future good, only a minority of young people 

from fifteen to eighteen appreciate the academic benefits which they are 

getting. For a majority, school is what keeps them out of real life with 

all the opportunities for adult achievement, experience, and full respect 

as young citizens. In their view, school robs them of independence. They 

feel trapped. Frankly, we have a dilemma which no one has solved as yet: 

How to give our youth education through the upper teens and beyond, and 

at the same time grant them meaningful work experience, civic responsibility 

and the independence young adults would want for themselves. A typical 
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illustration is the case of a group of teenagers (boys rangtng from 

fourteen through seventeen) who built for themselves a 

clubhouse at the edge of town somewhere in New England. They used 

scrap materials; they stole nothing at all. There was not a delinquent 

act in the whole enterprise. The three-room building was 20-by-20 feet. 

The Town authorities praised them for their industry and tore the house 
( 4) 

down. They mentioned a number of minor building code violations. 

The generation gap is being widened by the inconsistency of the 

adult world. We want our adolescents to outgrow childhood but we do not 

give them enough responsibility for self management. When they go 

ahead and 11 do their own thing, 11 we rush in with interference, often 

for trivial reasons, and put brakes on their drive toward adulthood. 

This drive, however, cannot be stopped, for this is the basic meaning 

of the adolescent experience. It is 11 try-out time 11 for all sorts of 

plans and dreams and 11 cookie 11 ideas. It seems to me that we just have 

to take the chance of letting youth gradually do more of their own thing 

and learn by their own mistakes. 

No discussion of the generation gap would be complete without 

reference to the home and the family. It is no secret that the American 

family is going through revolutionary change, the outcome of which cannot 

yet be predicted. I would like to call attention to two developments 

which have diminished the influence of home and family life upon our 

children. 

First is the 11 take-over 11 of many functions of home and family by other 

institutions and agencies which, in effect, are replacing the authority 

of the parents. There is ➔trend for parents to divest themselves more and 

more of their parental role. Intentionally or, perhaps, unintentionally, 

many of us have removed the child from home the greater part of the day. 
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As soon as the toddler can walk, he gets shipped off to play school or 

nursery; then kindergarten and, of course, regular school; then, we keep 

sending him for character-building to Scouts, for religion to Sunday 

School, for recreation to the club, for vacations to camp and so forth .... 

We all feel that we are making great sacrifices in providing these 

opportunities for our children, but the net effect is a reduction of 

shared home life and a transformation of the parents' role from leader 

to chauffeur. The other development which is likewise weakening the 

influence of the family is the progressive isolation of each family 

member. We have become a nation on wheels. We are constantly on the 

move. Gone are the days when several generations of the same family would 

be living either together in the same home or in the immediate vicinity 

of each other. Family members are scattering themselves all over the 

country and keep moving every few years to a new residence. Our growing 

affluence is accelerating this trend. We are approaching the day when 

every adult family member will drive a car of his own. Soon each will 

also live in a home of his own. It began not too long ago with the 

separation of grandparents from the rest of the family. Undeniably, 

this separation contributes to the comfort of all concerned--more inde

pendence, mar privacy--but it also produces more isolation and more 

loneliness. 

Distance from other family members means less involvement, fewer 

arguments, but also less relationship, less transfer of tradition, less 

mutual influence within the family. 

The walk-out of the grandparents was soon followed by the departure 

of our youth. First came enrollment in out-of-town colleges even where 

first-rate schools were right at home, and then, the most recent development 

which is for single young adults to set up their own apartments even if 
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they live and work in their home towns. 

For the first time in history, American parenthood appears to be 

a temporary arrangement. Said a parent: 

11 We 1 re allowed eighteen years or so of diapering and commenting 

on report cards, and then we 1 re given our walking papers. 11 

The deterioration of our home life is accelerated by an ever-widening 

communication gap. For many families this is the heart of the generation 

gap. Statistics bear out the fact that a majority of youth do not 

discuss deeply personal problems, such as sex and drug involvement, with 

their parents. Youth claim they can't trust anyone past thirty. In 

many a home, father and son no longer talk together. They always 

shout at each other. This cleavage goes deeper than a straining of 

relationship and affection between parents and children. It involves a 

culture gap, a mutual rejection of the values each generation stands for. 

In many a home it is as though parents and youth were living in different 

worlds, with different morals and different hopes for the future. 

There is a profound spiritual cause for the growing rift between the 

generations. Many of our youth have lost confidence in our civilization. 

They're alieaated from our society, its institutions and way of life. 

Make no mistake about it: Western civilization is passing through a 

major morale crisis. Albert Einstein, I believe, put his finger on it 

when he analyzed the human condition in a world of plenty and yet so 

tragically unable to organize its massive technological power for beneficial 

ends. He said: 
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11MANKIND IS SUFFERING FROM A PERFECTION OF METHODS AND A CONFUSION 

OF AIMS. 11 

percentage of youth the world over have come to distrust 

even fear our civilization. They no longer believe that wealth, 

industry and science are being used for worthy purposes. They see a 

society without elevated aims. 

this morale crisis, facing a mixed up world whose values and 

ideals no longer command respect, too many of our youth find their elder 

of little or no help at all. Too many parents have nothing in the way 

concerns seem to be sel f-servin g: their 

market, their 

their shoul s about t~ -

s anxie~-i'sts. If 

for huma why dofa evidence such 

~ oncern? Their se~ ishness cries out to hea~ Youtl:l :::See the 

Mcv.;i'V~"ll adult world as cold, unloving, repulsive. There is a credibi]itY gap, 
~~ cl b:> jt:L~ >'f- 1 i...-

...t; bey sa.)(, between Ll:12 rrsi:s, 4 ideals and i!!illr.performance dour society. 

The most frequent accusation made against the adu l t world is that of 

h 
.5 ypocr,cy. 

At the height of the great student revolt in Paris a few years ago, 

Lloyd Garrison...,... ~a~ ed to the NEW YORK TIMES: .----_,,. 

l -e is a student mistrust to~rd~ ll adults, all part j es-,--all 
'5) - - -

sys , 21..!. established theories. 11 

t-,\~ll.J a( Our youth are famished for ideals. They see nothing to revere, nothing 

to rouse their enthusiasm. Their own rebellion is aimless. Henry V. Roberts-

in 

student 

pathetic ~~ ew Left in the 

- r ____ ./ 
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11The New Left represents more of a protest against the way things 
(6) 

are than a program for the future. 11 

What an opportunity this would be for enlightened parents, if only 

they had a faith or ideal to communicate! The luxury of many a home, 

however, is in dismal contrast to its moral and spiritual poverty. 

Dr. Benjamin B. Wolman, Dean of the Institute of Applied Psychoanalysis, 

underscored the spiritual factor in the generation gap: 

11 I 1 m tired of wealthy people who give their children no moral values 

coming to me and saying they don't know what's wrong with their youngsters. 

what's wrong is that the parents are leading hollow, empty, shallow lives 

and not giving their children anything to hold on to. 11 

Is it love when a parent gives all, but denies to the child what he 

most needs? Is it love when a parent buys everything, but leaves the 

child without examples he can respect? Is it love when a parent sends 
-thel,\.. 

the child into the most fashionable schools, and a:l:s:o into the world, 

without faith in anything, without reverence for anything, without 

sustaining ideals or a sense of higher purpose? 

The young editor of a campus newspaper was quoted in LOOK Magazine: 

11 Most of our parents grew up in the depression period. They're 

concerned with money and status .... To us, abundance and all the 

trappings isn't something to work for because you have it. .So you 

start getting into human values because you've gone beyond the security 
(7) 

thing. And our parents just can't understand that. 11 

Our youth, in their rejection of our so-called 11 golden opportunities 11 

are teaching us what we should have known all along through the Bible: 

MAN DOES NOT LIVE BY BREA~ ALONE and we might add neither does man 

live by sex alone, nor by sports cars, swimming pools, and pleasure cruises 
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alone, but over and above all of his material wants and needs, man has 

spiritual cravings: the hunger of the human heart must be satisfied 

or all his material blessings turn to curses. 

3. WHAT TO DO ABOUT THE GENERATION GAP 

This bring us to the point of decision. What can we do to bridge 

the gap between youth and the adult world? I would like to propose 

five guide lines: 

1. The first is perhaps most important: Do not over-react! 

A child has an instinctive need to rebel. Carl Van Doren said 

it well: 

11 Affection, indulgence, and humor alike are powerless against 

the instinct of children to rebel ... if they have no reasons for it 

they will invent them like nations bound on war. 11 

So, relax. When your adolescent is just plain contrary and seems 

to oppose you on every issue, no matter what, don't eat your heart 

out wondering "what have I done wrong?" Most growing children keep 

testing their own strength and will power by contesting their parents' 

authority again and again. 

You can ease this constant tug of war by giving your child options. 

For example, if you must curb his TV time, put it this way: Are you 

gojng to do your homework before or after watching TV? Your message is 

clear: homework must be done, but you are allowing him some choice in 

scheduling time for it. There are situations, however, in which you 

cannot compromise or offer alternatives. For example, in a matter of 

basic morality or hazard to health, you must act the part of the responsible 
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parent and overrule the child. For example, you cannot allow him 

to take a weapon to school or to engage in destructive acts. Even 

in such situations, it is best for the parent to act firmly and 

quietly and avoid, if at all possible, abusive language and 

physical violence. 

2. Never forget that the best guidance the parent can give is 

to help the child toward self management instead of keeping the 

child permanently under his thumb. Don't tire too soon of all the 

arguments. Persuasion takes longer, but it is much more effective 

than coercion in the long run. Remember that there are limits to 

your control. You cannot watch all the time. The unconvinced child 

will find secret ways of satisfying his wish as soon as he is outside 

effective parental supervision. 

3. The third point is the most constructive suggestion I can 

make. Start with this question: When the child is rebellious, what 

is he trying to prove by it? In all likelihood he wants to show you 

that he is somebody! It is a bid for recogn i tbn. The rebellion 

against adults is really a rebellion against his own childhood which 

he is slowly outgrowing. He doesn't want to be a kid any longer. 

The best way to curb this rebelliousness is to give the child 

legitimately what he needs. Most of all, he needs more self respect. 

Be sure to praise him for every achievement, however small. Accentuate 

the positive! Don't sneer when he proudly reports some accomplishment 

"So what? Big deal!" Don't be negative. Suppose the child comes home 

with a fine paper marked 11 811
• "Why couldn't you get an 1A1 ?11 would 

be a destructive reaction, on the part of the parent. 
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Don It forget, the adolescent is full of self doubts. Despite all 

the swagger and big talk, he is very unsure of himself. He needs a 

boost and loves the person who gives it to him. 

Next to praise, I consider work experience the most effective 

way of building up a child's self esteem and reducing his need for 

rebelliousness. Give him a chance to earn some money. By working, the 

youth becomes part of the adult community and learns responsibility. 

There is no more meaningful recognition for the youth than being 

rewarded for work well done. One of the best things we could do for 

our community would be for educators and business leaders to get 

together and create more job opportunities for youth after school and 

vacation times. This would integrate them into our society and we 

would be raising contributors rather than revolutionaries. 

4. The fourth step requires no special organization, just a change 

of attitude on our part. We need to take more initiative in establishing 

better communication with our youth. Remember, communication begins not 

by talking but by listening. One of the nation's distinguished 

educators, Dr. Charles Keller, made a statement which teachers and parents 

should never forget: 

11 ! find that when they are listened to, they will listen. 11 

When you pay attention to the child and help him express himself, you make 

him feel that he is being respected as an individual. This doesn't mean 

that his opinion must prevail. There is no need to pretend agreement. 

There is need to listen and pay attention. After he has had his say, 
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he will more willingly accept your "no. 11 

There is also need for parents, especially fathers, to spend a 

little more time with their children. The father-son relationship 

could be greatly improved by a couple of hours pleasantly spent by 

both, sharing some interest, hobby or sport each week. Mother and 

daughter could likewise reach a much finer understanding if they had 

a little time together, not just doing chores but doing what both 

enjoy. 

John D. Rockefeller III, Chairman of the Rockefeller Foundation, 

made the surprising proposal of holding a nationwide "Dialogue Week. 11 

The object would be to bring together young people and business 

executives in every community to plan some community project in which 

youth and adults could work together for the rest of the year. Such 

contacts would prevent the notion among our young people that the 

so-called 11 establishment 11 is an insensitive, heartless monster, a 

notion which has been spread by young militants of the New Left. Of 

course, the initiative for such dialogue sessions, conferences and 

workshops between youth and communal leaders, must come from the adult 

world. It is an interesting proposal which any of our service clubs 

could turn into reality. 

5. My last suggestion is for us to hip cynicism in the bud by 

being careful not to expose our children to hypocricy at home. Good 

citizenship must be exemplified and the most powerful example is that 

of the parents. It is important that children witness at home a real 

concern for the welfare of the larger community. Let them see 
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constructive political action. If you don't like something, show the 

child the way we can act in a democracy. Write a letter to the editor 

of the newspaper or contact your congressman, or present the matter 

before any organization to which you belong, including your PTA or 

service club. Don't say about problems, "There is nothing we can do. 11 

The child will come to believe such cynical comments and will end by 

believing that democracy is a hoax and a fraud. 

You would be surprised how observant children are of your 

unguarded expressions at home. Your child will have little respect 

for your religious observances and beautiful prayers, when, after 

church, he ke~axx hears you use foul language or speak with malice and 

hatred about other folks. He will have little respect for law and 

order if he overhears your boast as to how you broke a traffic law, 

fixed a ticket or chiselled some advantage for yourself. It is 

difficult to raise children up on a high moral code when morality is 

violated right at home. 

* * * 
.X/ 

So, this is my five-point program for bridging the ge~ration gap: 

1. Don't over-react to your child's rebelliousness. Much of it 

is natural and instinctive. 

2. Instead of seeking to dominate the child, try to help him 

toward good self management. 

3. There will be less need for rebellion if the child receives 

recognition and feels that he is being respected for his legitimate 

efforts. 
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4. The very least we can do is to maintain communication. It 

begins by listening. 

5. Help young people preserve their idealism. Don't destroy 

their faith by bad examples. 

If you think that this approach is much too soft. If you ;b)::Ye::fl wo"' fr{~ 

feeli11g abayt- the tough methods 40f former generations in raising their 

children~~~1~1~11~J,~l~i~~i j~ISl~~sijJ~•~·~~l~Sl:l~, remember that we live in a 
J 

radically different age, an age of revolutionary change. What Abraham 

Lincoln said of his day applies even more so to these critical times: 

"The dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy 

present." 

As the world has changed, so we, too, must change with it. 
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THE GENERATION GAP 

z:r=/:9::;;;r&n, 
c: u!R1n f 1 - ==a.. 

One of the lesser known statistics in our country is the number 

of runaway children. Eac~ear, an estimated half-million teen 
w 

agers run away from home. In seven years time, the warrants issued 

by parents for the return of runaway children ha~led, according 

~-~ to the police departments of Chicago and New York. These tragic 

statistics dramatize the growing division between parents and children 

in our land. In addition to the half million boys and girls who run 

away from home, there are many, many millions who stay, but desert the 

values, morals, standards of behavior and beliefs of their parents. 

For some time now, tlis problem known as the "generation gap 11 has been 

recognized as one of the nation's most serious problems. 

Parents are not -the only ones who can't get along with teen agers 

nowadays. One ~e nation's foremost experts on the problems of 

youth, Evelyn Milli~uval, wrote: 

I meet not sure 

senior high schools. 

r subject matter, profess ignorance 
, I 

as children 

I see church programs dwindle as soon \I 
-largely because too few worthy adults 

I watch youth-~erving 

fail, oecause staff members and 

1-trained and poorly prepared ~rk competently with 
(3) 

L 

today's te agers. 11 
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Many of ;~~ot about the growing~ in 

untry. ~4s a sharpening of an go~between the~ es 

and bet~~itical opponents, hawks and the d~ • You can add 

to ~ the widening ga the generations.Jr In re-examining ,__ __ _ 
this much discussed subject, I shall try to answer three basic 

questions: ,.,. . 
w~~ t)'li\"'~ d: .C/1..il~ 

l. i,1 dses the generation gap today ~ from previous times? 

2. What are the major causes of our generation gap? 

3. What can we do about it? 

1. THE BASIC DIFFERENCE 

Is our generation gap really different? Have not all parents and 

children in the past experienced conflict with each other? Is it not 

natural for young and old to see things in the light of their own 

different experiences? Did not every normal youth resist the authority 

imposed upon him by the adult world? In what way is today's generation 

gap different from what it was in former times? 

The basic cause of the generation gap is, of course, the difference 

in age. "The trouble with parents, 11 wrote a small girl, "is that they 

are so old by the time we get them, it's hard to change their habits." 

In the past, this difference in age used to be taken care of by the 

passage of a little time. ~ =' lJ,..:;:an(iitred 4HhLt:;y.: lllutli :crt~ smlk) As 

children grew up, they woulc:i";S' y pass through the same experiences 

as did their parents and, before long, the children came to feel and 

think like their parents. Mark Twain recorded this process of gradual 

reconciliation between parents and children in his remark: 
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"When I was a boy of fourteen, my father was so ignorant I could 

hardly stand to have the old man around. But when I got to be twenty

one, I was astonished at how much he had learned in seven years. 11 

In a world that remained fairly stable a child would naturally 

grow up very much like his parents .. The anthropologist, Dr. Margaret 

Mead, says of those former times: 

"The grandparents could conceive of !!2. future for their grandchildren 

different from their own past." 

Such times are gone. We live in an age of fantastic change. 

Someone said: 

"Change is changing faster than change has ever changed before. 11 

Within less than a single generation, we have moved from the electronic 
v--e~ 

to the nuclear into the space age. Our children grow up in a~different 

kind of wo r l d.,. ~1t!!e __9.HtL i r..t:rltittJ, ;.c::ma:tl:l-e.d... There i s ~ 1 es s cha nee 

that like young Mark Twain they would, after a few years of4;;~~~d, 
~ -/1> ~ ~ p ~ w · /},._ tu y,- .e-e,~ . 
~Q ~~wee@Fa.~ttbrts. This, I believe, is the basic 

difference between the generation gap today and former ages. 

2. THE CAUSES 

Let us now ask our second questo~: Wperein do youth and their ;F> 
_s-;;~ <>{-J ,; pe.c.f <- . 

elders differ most sharply? What are~ ~ Acauses of the conflict? 

~~I) 2 b,,Jc'dkf' wHT!j ~re-+.r ..,:yrowrng di vergeA€<Nn-thi-lll@<la The "--__J (/,,JIJ.JL i S 
f~ · · · a 1 so an"education gap. 11 The fathers of G two-th;rds of today's college students did not go beyond high school. 

tr 1 !§CJ ~ucation exposes the minds of fiiB" youth to many new ideas, ( n ;~ch--cl;r ,,\ ~-S o.,/
7 c7~, o_~ ~tk. ~ 

~ ..,_ :>-r-t- +• r -+••~ - ~I./.,~ fl.e':;i cc·~ cl7. 
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fY,a,1 ·11\~r n 
~nts new concepts. including 

L, v 
~nt. 
~ 

Our youth are the first TV generation. The whole world, with 

its conflicts and different ideologies, has been brought to their 

attention from earliest childhood on. They are more aware of social 

and moral problems than were their elders at a similar a e. 
- - --

rence io thinking be ,een youth and adults is illu 
I I /\ 

emergence of a 1 arge underground Jres\ls. Tre re no ove 

e~spapers bei~,G, most~ youn~ple, ho ave com to think 

ifferently from their elde 

Related to the extended education as a cause of conflict is the 

prolonged childhood of our youth. Young Americans remain separated from 

responsible participation in the adult community longer than any other 

youth in the world. This is one of the reasons why so many of our youth 

fee 1 rest 1 es s and frustrated.' They resent being . , ~.fl)JJ.J~Ul=!tiW~ 

physically and mentally, they believe to be adul Although extendea 

education is meant for tne1r future good~flll"Ly...,:t.;\lffill~ 

~~!m=~~~.:t;,e~i1gj:d:Eetf~ ...... ~ - be aeademk::Jieneftt 
/. 
· . ·..f~hool is what keeps them out of real life with 

all the opportunitjes for adult achievement, experience, and full respect 

as young citizens. ln ther:~~ew, school robs them of 

feel trapped. Frankly, we have a dilemma which no one has solved as yet: 

How to give our youth education through the upper teens and beyond, and 

at the same time grant them meaningful work experience, civic responsibility 

and the independence young adults would want for themselves. 
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the case of a group of teenagers (boys ranging from 

fourteen through seventeen) who built for themselves a 

clubhouse at the edge of town somewhere in New England. They used 

scrap materials; they stole nothing at all. There was not a delinquent 

act in the whole enterprise. The three-room building was 20-by-20 feet. 

The Town authorities praised them for their industry and tore the house 

down. They mentioned a number of minor building code violations~(:} 

is being widened by the inconsistency of the 

We want our adolescents to outgrow childhood but we do not 

give them enough responsibility for self management. When they go 

ahead and 0 do their own thing, 11 we rush in with interference, often 

for trivial reasons, and put brakes on their drive toward adulthood.e---JJ 
,i()~~fv-O!N~-{-ii,.;tte'1 ~ . 'J'.;;l.,' 5 dr;v~cannot e stopped, for this is the basic meaning 

of the adolescent experience. It is "try-out time" for all sorts of 

plans and dreams and "cookie" ideas. It seems to me that we just have 

to take the chance of letting youth gradually do more of their own thing 

and learn by their own mistakes. 

No discussion of the generation gap would be complete without 

reference to the home and the family. It is no secret that the American 

family is going through revolutionary change, the outcome of which cannot 

yet be predicted. I would like to call attention to two developments 

which have diminished the influence of home and family life upon our 

children. 

First is the "take-over" of many functions of home and family by other 

institutions and agencies which, in effectt are replacing the authority 

of the parents. ~ere--:i-i iitrend :f:g~ ~al"ents to divest themselves 1110,e cu1a 

..,_-fflet@ sf t:1',eh ~a120Rtal tels.. Intentionally or, perhaps, unin~entionally, 
A 

~many of us have removed the child from home the greater part of the day. 
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As soon as the toddler can walk, he gets shipped off to play school or 

nursery; then kindergarten and, of course, regular school; then, we keep 

sending him for character-building to Scouts, for religion to Sunday 

School, for recreation to the club, for vacations to camp and so forth •• ~ 
We all feel that we are making great sacrifices in providing these 

opportunities for our children, but the net effect is a reduction of 

shared home life and a transformation of the parents' role from leader 

-.;:)r·· to chauffe~ ·· The other development which is likewise weakening the 

influence of the family is the progressive isolation of each family 

member. We have become a nation on wheels. We are constantly on the 

move. Gone are the days when several generations of the same family would 

be living either together in the same home or in the immediate vicinity 
SC ~ 'tf-e r--ed 

of each other. Family members are s •• ~t&riRg themselves all over the 

country and keep moving every few years to a new residence. •iitr.=~:Jcrowing:--

~~ACG=i@<:~J.io.r~iRg: tl.kz-t;Fef!e, . We are approaching the day when 

every adult family member will drive a car of his own. Soon each will 

also live in a home of his own. It began not too long ago with the 

separation of grandparents from the rest of the family. 'tmdeniably, -

.. tf:li s sepa-ra-t--i-on-eontri butertcrth~mfu r t-of al 1 coneerned-more · mte-

~endence, mor_pci..v.acy--ettt-it -also---produces -more -; so 1 at ion -and -more -

_.-.::,J.one.14nes-s""!"". --

Distance from other family members means less involvement, fewer 

arguments, but also less relationship, less transfer of tradition, less 

mutual influence within the family. 

The walk-out of the grandparents was soon followed by the departure 

of our youth. First came enrollment in out-of-town colleges even where 

first-rate schools were right at homef and then, the most recent development 

which is for single young adults to set up their own apartments even if 
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they live and work in their home towns. 

For the first time in history, American parenthood appears to be 

a temporary arrangement. Said a parent: 
11 We're allowed eighteen years or so of diapering and commenting 

on report cards, and then we're given our walking papers." 

The deterioration of our home life is accelerated by an ever-widening 

communication gap. For many families this h the heart of the generation 

gap. Statistics bear out the fact that a majority of youth do not 

discuss deeply personal problems, such as sex and drug involvement, with 

their parents. Youth claim they can't trust anyone past thirty.s=rr:r-

_maA;i a heme, fa-ther-=afld :en-AG 1 ooger ta] k ;tooetber Ibey~ay.s_ 

sbeut ~t @aGJ:t.=o:t...J:AA. This cleavage goes deeper than a straining of 

relationship and affection between parents and children. It inuolves a 

culture gap~ a mutual rejection of the values each generation stands for. 

In many a home it is as though parents and youth were living in different 
n \0 C~ -f • worlds, with different morals and different hopes for the future. 

a profound spiritual cause for the growing rift between the 

Many of our youth have lost confidence in our civilization. 

They're alieant d from our society, its institutions~ way of life. 

Make no mistake a~ t it: western civilization is passirl'g through a 

"-major morale crisis. Aibert Einstein, I believe, put his fi ger on it 

when he analyzed the human ~d.~ion in a world of plenty and yet o~ 

tragically unable to organize its assive technological power for beneficial 
'· 

ends. He said: 
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11MANKH D IS SUFFERING FROM A PERFECTION OF METHODS AND A CONFUSION 

OF AIMS." 

ercentage of youth the world over have come to distrust 

and even fear ou civilization. They no longer believe that wealth, 

industry used for worthy purposes. They see a 

In this morale cri is, facing a mixed up world whose values and 

ideals no longer command respect, too many of our youth find their elders 

of little or no help at all. Too many parents have nothing in the way 

of an answer. Their preemin nt concerns seem to be self-serving: their 
are 

eyes/~n the stock market, thei hearts in the country club, and their 

heads in the beauty parlor. They shrug their shoulders about the 

plagues of crime, war and racism. But, youth's anxiety persists. If 

adults truly had any love for human beings, why do they evidence such 

little concern? Their selfishness cries out to heaven. Youth see the 

adult world as cold, uiloving, repulsive. There is a credibility gap, 

they say, between the professed ideals and low performance of our society. 

The most frequent accusation make against the adult world is that of 

hypocricy. 

At the height of the great student revolt in Paris a few years ago, 

Lloyd Garrison cabled to the NEW YORK TH1ES: 

"Thete is a student mistrust tow r all adults, 

systems, a17 established theori~

parties, all 

Our youth are famished for ideals. They see nothing t revere, nothing 

to rouse their enthusiasm. Their own rebellion is aimless. Henry V. Roberts

in a penetrating yet deeply sympathetic analysis of the New Left in the 

student movement, condluded: 
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represents mre..(~)-'\protest against the way things 

are than a p ogram for the fut~· 

What an op ortunity this would be for enlightened parents, if only 

they had a faith r ideal to co111T1unicatel The luxury of many a home, 

however, is in dism 1 contrast to its moral and spiritual poverty. 

Dr. Benjamin B. Holma, Dean of the Institute of Applied Psychoanalysis, 

underscored the spiritu { factor in the generation gap: 

"I'm tired of wealth~eople who give their children no moral values 

coming to me and saying they don't know what's wrong with their youngsters. 

what's wrong is that the pare ts are leading hollow, empty, shallow lives 

and not giving their children a ything to hold on to." 

Is it love when a parent giv all, but denies to the child what he 

most needs? It it love when a par nt buys everything, but leaves the 

child without examples he can respec? Is it love when a parent sends 

the child into the most fashionable sc ools, and also into the world 

without faith in anything, without reve nee for anything, without 

sustaining ideals or a sense of higher pu ~ose? 

The young· editor of a campus newspaper \as quoted in LOOK Magazine: 

"Mot of our parents grew up 

ith money and status. 

trappings i n't something to work for because you 

They're 

all the 

.So you 

start getting into human values because you've go d the security 

thing. And our arents just can't understand 

Our youth, in their rejection of our so-called "golden opportunities" 

are teaching us what we should have known all along through the Bible: 

MAN DOES NOT LIVE BY BREAIJ ALONE - - - and we might add neither does man 

live by sex alone, nor by sports cars, swimming pools, and pleasure cruises 
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alone, but over and above all of his material wants and needs, man has 

spiritual cravings: the hunger of the human heart must be satisfied 

or all his material blessings turn to curses. 

3. WHAT TO DO ABOUT THE GENERATION GAP 

This bring us to the point of decision. What can we do to bridge 

the gap between youth and the adult world? I would like to propose 

five guide lines: 

1. The first is perhaps most important: Do not over-react! 

A child has an instinctive need to rebel. Carl Van Doren said 

it well: 

11 Affection, indulgence, and humor alike are powerless against 

the instinct of children to rebel •.. if they have no reasons for it 

t hey will invent them like nations bound on war. 11 

11 So, relax. When your adolescent is just plain contrary and seems 

to oppose you on every issue, no matter what, don't eat your heart 

out wondering 11 what have I done wrong?" Most growing children keep 

testing their own strength .:na ,.,111 ~ by contesting their parents' 

authority again and again. 

You can ease this constant tug of war by giving your child options. 

For example, if you must curb his TV time, put it this way: Are you 

goling to do your homework before or after watching TV? Your message is 

clear: homework must be done, but you are allowing him some choice in 

scheduling time for it. There are situations, however, in which you 

cannot compromise or offer alternatives. flF e*aP.l~ l e:;t.fn a matter of 

basic morality or hazard to health, you must act the part of the responsible 

I 
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parent and overrule th~ child. For example, you cannot allow him 

to take a weapon to school or to engage in destructive acts. ~ 

.Jn' such situations, it is best for the parent to act firmly and 

quietly and avoid, if at all possible, abusive language and 

physical violence. 

2. Never forget that 

to help the child toward self management 
. ~')~~~{. 

a:3:d permanently under ttis tlmmtt. 'iii. lon:t3:::t.t;:-=a,p~ ~ ~~~!!!~ ~ ~ 

-:ss~~~- Persuasion takes longer, but it is much more effective 

than coercion.) in the 1 ong r~ • ., Remember that there are 1 imits to 

your control. --V-Ou cannot watch all the time. The unconvinced child 

will find secret ways of satisfying his wish as soon as he is outside 

effective parental supervision. 

3. The third point is the most constructive suggestion I can 

make. Start with this question: When the child is rebellious, what 

is he trying to prove by it? ~-~!t=R=a:l=~f:l~:i:li~ He wants to show you 

that he is somebody! It is a biU for recognitbn. The rebellion 

against adults is really a rebellion against his own childhood which 

he is slowly outgrowing. He doesn't want to be a kid any longer. 

1 The best way to curb this rebelliousness is to give the child 

legitimately what he needs. Most of all, he needs more self respect. 

Be sure to praise him for every achievement, however small. Accentuate 

the positive! Don't sneer when he proudly reports some accomplishment 

11 So what? Big deal!" Don't be negative. Suppose the child comes home 

with a fine paper marked 11 811
• "Why couldn't you get an 'A'?" would 

be a destructive reaction, on the part of the parent. 
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Don't forget, the adolescent is full of self doubts. Despite all 

the swagger and big talk, he is very unsure of himself. Ne needs a 

boost and loves the person who gives it to him. 

Next to praise, I consider work experience the most effective 

way of building up a child's self esteem and reducing his need for 

rebelliousness. Give him a chance to earn some money. By working, the 

youth becomes part of the adult community and learns responsibility. 

There is no more meaningful recognition for the youth than being 

rewarded for work well done. One of the best things we could do for 

our community would be for educators and business leaders to get 

together and create more job opportunities for youth after school and 

vacation times. This would integrate them into our society and we 

would be raising contributors rather than revolutionaries. 

4. The fourth step requires no special organization, just a change 

of attitude on our part. We need to take more initiative in establishing 

better communication with our youth. Remember, communication begins not 

by talking but by listening. One of the nation's distinguished 

educators, Dr. Charles Keller, made a statement which teachers and parents 

should never forget: 

@ "I find that when they are listened to, they will listen." 

When you pay attention to the child and help him express himself, you make 

him feel that he is being respected as an individual. This doesn't mean 

that his opinion must prevail. There is no need to pretend agreement. 

There is need to listen and pay attention. After he has had his say, 
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he will more willingly accept your "no." 

There is also need for parents, especially fathers, to spend a 

little more time with their children. The father-son relationship 

could be greatly improved by a couple of hours pleasantly spent by 

both, sharing some interest, hobby or sport each week. Mother and 

daughter could likewise reach a much finer understanding if they had 

a little time together, not just doing chores but doing what both 

enjoy. 

John D. Rockefeller III, Chairman of the Rockefeller Foundation, 

made the surprising proposal of holding a nationwide "Dialogue Week. 11 

The object would be to bring together young people and business 

executives in every community to plan some cormiunity project in which 

youth and adults could work together for the rest of the year. Such 

contacts would prevent the notion among our young people that the 

so-called 11 establishment" is an insensitive, heartless moister, a 

notion which has been spread by young militants of the New Left. Of 

course, the initiative for such dialogue sessions, conferences and 

workshops between youth and communal leaders, must come from the adult 

world. It is an interesting proposal which any of our service clubs 

could turn into reality. 
~it 

My last suggestion is for us to Mt cynicism in the bud by 

being careful not to expose our children to hypocri§y at home. Good 

citizenship must be exmmplified and the most powerful example is that 

of the parents. It is important that children witness at home a real 

concern for the welfare of the larger co1T1T1unity. Let them see 
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constructive political action. If you don't like something, show the 

child the way we can act in a democracy. Write a letter to the editor 

of the newspaper or contact your congressman, or present the matter 

before any organization to which you belong, including your PTA or 

service club. Don't say about problems, "There is nothing we can do. 11 

The child will come to believe such cynical comments and will end by 
hm,c 

believing that democracy is a hoax and a fraud. 

You would be surprised how observant children are of your 

unguarded expressions at home. Your child will have little respect 

for your religious observances and beautiful prayers, when, after 

church, he he~u::x hears you use foul language or speak with malice and 

hatred about other folks. He will have little respect for law and 

order if he overhears your boast as to how you broke a traffic law, 

fixed a ticket or chiselled some advantage for yourself. It is 

difficult to raise children up on a high moral code when morality is 

violated right at home. 

* * * 

So, this is my five-point program for bridging the ge/ration gap: 

1. Don't over-react to your child's rebelliousness. Much of it 

is natural and instinctive. G 2. Instead of seeking to dominate the child, try to help him 

toward good self management. 

3. There will be less need for rebellion if the child receives 

recognition and feels that he is being respected for his legitimate 

efforts. 
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4. The very least we can do is to maintain communication. It 

begins by listening. 

5. Help young people preserve their idealism. Don't destroy 

their faith by bad examples. 
iv ; .. JJ rd FA -

If you think that this approach is much too soft. If you ~~ms.a 

iflm.::itii~BmJ~ the tough methods ~f'iormer generations in raising their 
~ 

c_hildren,uhoald ~:t~691i remember that we live in a 

radically different age, an age of revolutionary change. What Abraham 

Lincoln said of his day applies even more so to these crttical times: 

"The dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy 

present." 

As the world has changed, so we, too, must change with it. 
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THE GENERATION GAP 
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Once again our people have experienced the mystique of the Kol Nidre. The unknown 

genius who created the chant gave the Jewish soul its voice--a melody of pathos and 

tenderness, a love song if ever there was one. It begins softly 1 ike a whisper, be

fitting the humility of the tormented conscience; and it ends, rising in crescendo, so 

tha~ you can almost visualize the Jew straightening himself out and standing erect before 

His Maker, joyful at last in the glow of reconciliation and new love. 

In tonight 1 s service we underscored symbolically the transition from dark gloom to 

radiant joy by entering the Temple, with its lights dimmed,~-emerging into new light 

after the Kol Nidre chant. The rabbis, cantor and some of the officers of the Temple 

entered through the same door as everyone else, in keeping with thee idea that we are 

equals in our moral fallabil ity, equals in the need to rid ourselves of guilt, equals in 

our yearning for forgiveness, equals as petitioners who come in from the outside, so to 

speak, eager to come back, to be received into the brotherhood of Israel, 

One of the most respected smaller denominations in America maintains a world wide 

department of political and philanthropic affairs which is known as The Fellowship of 

Reconciliation. Ideally, that is what every Jewish congregation is supposed to be 

tonight: a fellowship of reconciliation, in the healing of conflict, in the repair of 

broken relationships, in the restoration of unity. 

In past years, the attention of congregations throughout the country has shifted 

back and forth from political conflicts to those of a racial or economic or even 

religious nature. This year, we are concerned not with one particular tension area, but 

with a conflict encompassing all of life: THE GENERATION GAP. 

The Generation Gap is world-wide in scope and, at the same time, involves almost 

everyone in a deeply personal way. 

We shall raise 3 questions: 

1. How serious a problem is it? 
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2. What are the deeper causes for the growing rift between the generations? 

3. What should be done to bridge this gap? 

1. HOW SERIOUS IS THE PROBLEM OF THE GENERATION GAP? 

had a Hungarian friend who voiced his philosophy of 1 ife by characterizing a 

number of situations as hopeless, but not serious. Mature wisdom recognized that there 

are a number of problems in life, hopeless, as far as a final solution is concerned, but 

tolerable in so far as we can manage to 1 ive with the problem. 

For example, at the present time " hopeless but not serious" describes the way 

many Israelis view the Arab problem. They see no solution in sight, but are certain 

that Israel can 1 ive, grow and develop despite persistent crises. The situation is hope

less but not serious. 

Now, in some respects the generation gap is such a persistent problem, inescapable, 

inevitable, you might say, hopeless in the sense that the young must resent and resist 

adult control and guidance in their natural desire for independence, while the old will 

always be less than enthusiastic about retiring from 1 ife's centerstage. The young 

want to move in too fast, and the old are usually too slow in stepping aside. 

IN THE PAST, THE GENERATION GAP WAS ESSENTIALLY A PROBLEM OF SUCCESSION. THE 

MODERN GENERATION GAP, HOWEVER, IS AN ALTOGETHER DIFFERENT PROBLEM, AN ALMOST UNIQUE 

SITUATION. THE PROBLEM WITH AN INCREASING NUMBER OF YOUTH IS NOT SUCCESSION BUT REJECTION. 

They don't want to take over the role and 1 ife style of the old. They want~ part of it. 

As one 17 year old radical student leader put it: 

WE DON'T WANT TO TAKE OVER THE GOVERNMENT. 

WE WANT TO DESTROY IT.(1) 

This rejection is expressed symbolically by their physical appearance. Their hair 

style and clothing is a sort of proclamation: WE DON'T WANT TO BE PART OF YOUR WORLD. 

A determined and ever growing minority of young folks have pushed rejection of the 

older generation to the ultimate point of total separation from the family, taking up 

residence with other rebels of both sexes or joining one of the many Hippie colonies 



that dot the country from East to West. They have dropped out of our society. They 

want to live outside the socalled 11establishment 11
, outside the power structure. 

For the family of each such case, it is a tragedy. It marks the end of contact. 

With good reason the parents fear for the health and safety of their self-exiled son or 

daughter. It dashes to pieces all the hopes and dreams that parents cherished all along 

while raising their child. 

For the youth involved, this break with the family and society likewise entails a 

very great loss even though they themselves are not conscious of it. 

Loss of contact with parents and grandparents means loss of the past. Precisely 

at the point when 1 ife 1 s most important decisions must be made, the lessons of experience 

of former generations are not being passed on. The young must find out for themselves 

at the expense of costly mistakes. Cut off from family, the young are deprived of help 

in time of need, of encouragement in moments of indecision,--not to mention the motiva

tion for higher achievement and ethical conduct which pride of family provides. 

I cannot imagine a greater threat to Jewish survival than such separation between 

children and parents. Judaism, more than any other religion, is a family tradition and 

when the family is ruptured, the continuity of Judaism is in grave jeopardy. 

2. THE CAUSES OF THE GENERATION GAP 

With so much at stake, we turn now to our 2nd question: 

WAHT EXPLAINS THIS DRASTIC BREAK BETWEEN THE GENERATIONS? WHY HAS IT GROWN 

TO SUCH UNPRECEDENTED PROPORTIONS? 

see at least 3 reasons for the widening gap between the generations: 

The first represents an evolution of our own making. I mean the trend, growing ever 

more pronounced, for parents to turn over more and more of their parental role to various 

institutions and agencies. 

Intentionally or perhaps unintentionally, many of us have removed the child from 

home the greater part of the day. As soon as the toddler can walk, he gets shipped off 
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to play school or nursery; then kindergarten and, of course, regular school; then, we keep 

sending him for character-building to Scouts, for religion to Sunday School, for recrea

tion to the club, for vacations to camp and so forth .... We all feel that we are making 

great sacrifices in providing these opportunities for our children, but the net effect 

is a reduction of shared homel ife and the change of the parent's role from leader to 

chauffeur. 

~ second factor in widening distance between the generations is the progressive 

isolation of family members. 

Affluence has accelerated the atomization of the family. Each one has a home and 

a car of his own. It began not too long ago with separation of grandparents from the 

family home. undeniably, the separation enlarged comforts for all concerned--more 

independence, more privacy, but also more isolation and loneliness. 

Non-involvment means fewer arguments, but also less relationship, less transfer of 

tradition, less mutual influence within the family. 

The walk-out of the grandparents was soon followed by the departure of our youth,-

first to out-of-town colleges even where first-rate schools were right at home, and then, 

the most recent development which is for young adults, if still single after college, 

to set up their own apartments even if they 1 ive and work in their home-towns. 

For the first time in history, American parenthood appears to be a temporary 

arrangement. Said a parent: 

•~e•re allowed 18 years or so of diapiring and commenting on report cards, and 

then we're given our walking papers." 

The third and probably most significant cause for the widening rift between the 

generations is related to the temper of our times. 

If ever there was a generation of youth that needed adult guidance, it is this 

generation, but regrettably the adult world is failing them. 
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Make no mistake about it: Western civilization is passing through a major morale crisis. 

Albert Einstein, I believe, put his finger on it when he analyzed the human condition in 

a world of plenty, and yet so tragically unable to organize its massive technological 

power for beneficial ends. He said: 

MANKIND IS SUFFERING FROM A PERFECTION OF METHODS AND A CUNFUSION OF AIMS. 

Youth the world over are prone to rioting because they are afraid of this civiliza

tion, because society seems to be a monster, because they have no confidence that wealth, 

industry and government will be used for worthy purposes,--because they see no longer 

elevated aims. 

In this morale crisis, facing a mixed-up world whose values and ideals no longer 

command respect, too many of our youth have found their elders of little or no help at 

all. Too many parents have nothing in the way of an answer. Their pre-eminent concerns 

seem to be self-serving: their eyes on the stock-market, their heart in the country club, 

and their head in the beauty parlor. 

They shrug their shoulders about the plague of racism. Poverty? 11That 1 s the 

inner city 1 s problem. Thank God, wel ive in the suburbs. 11 War? 11 Leave it to the generals 

and the State Department! 11 

But youth's anxiety persists. If adults truly had any love for human beings, why 

do they evidence such 1 ittle concern? Their selfishness cries out to heaven. Youth 

sees the adult world as cold, unloving, repulsive. 

At the height of the great student revolt in Paris last year, Lloyd Garrison cabled 

to the N. Y. Times: 

11There is a student mistrust towards ~adults, all parties, all systems, all 

established theories. 11 (2) 

Our youth are famished for ideals. They see nothing to revere, nothing to rouse 

their enthusiasm. Their own rebellion is aimless. Henry V. Roberts, in a penetrating 

yet deeply sympathetic analysis of the New Left in the Student Movement, concluded: 

11The New Left represents more of a protest against the way things are than a 
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program for the future. 11 (3) 

What an opportunity this would be for enlightened Jewish parents if only they had a 

faith or ideal to communicate! The luxury of many a home, however, is in dismal contrast 

to its moral and spiritual poverty. 

Timothy Leary, the psychedelic seer of Millbrook, estimates that the percentage of 

young Jews in Haight-Ashbury is around 40%. In a recent interview, Dr. Leary theorized 

that 

11The Jewish flower children have joined the hippie movement out of rejection of 

the sham and hypocrisy of their parents• 1 ife .... These young people, born after 

1940, are not interested in joining the quest for more cars, more machines, and 

more material things. The Jewish Home--Dr. Leary added--has lost much of its 

original vitality and its spirituality has been dulled} 1 

If Dr. Leary is not the kind of authority you would take seriously, I suggest you listen 

to Dr. Benjamin B. Wolman, dean of the Institute of Applied Psychoanalysis, who summed 

up the real issue in the current generation gap: 

11 11m tired of wealthy people who give their children no moral values, coming to me 

and saying they don 1 t know what 1 s wrong with their youngsters ..... What 1 s wrong is 

that the parents are leading hollow, empty, shallow lives and not giving their 

children anything to hold on to. 11 

Is it love when a parent gives all, but denies to the child what he most needs? Is 

it love when a parent buys everything, but leaves the child without examples he can 

respect? Is it love when a parent sends the child into the most fashionable schools, but 

also into the world without faith in anything, without reverence for anything, without 

sustaining ideals or sense of higher purpose? 

The young editor of a campus newspaper was quoted in LOOK magazine: 

11most of our parents grew up in the depression. They are concerned with money and 

status .... To us, abundance and all the trappings isn 1 t something to work for because 
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you have it .... So you start getting into human values because you 1 ve gone beyond the 

security thing. And our parents just can 1 t understand that. 11 (4) 

Our rebellious youth, in their rejection of our socalled 11golden opportunities 11 are teach

ing us what we Jews should have known all along: MAN DOES NOT LIVE BY BREAD ALONE----and 

we might add, neither by sex alone, nor by sports-cars, swimming-pools, and pleasure 

cruises alone, but over and above all his material wants and needs, man has spiritual 

cravings. the hunger of the human heart, must be satisfied lest all his material 
> 

blessings turn to curses. 

3. WHAT MUST BE DONE? 

This brings us to the point of decision: What must~ do to bridge the gap between 

us and our youth? 

believe that the deepest need of our youth is twofold: they yearn for a sense of 

intimate community and for a sense of personal significance or larger purpose. 

A month ago, 400,000 young folks spontaneously converged on Beth El, N. Y. and 

encamped on a rain-soaked upen field for a week-end of rock music. They were not all 

hippies. Many came from comfortable, middle class homes. The Woodstock Music and Arts 

Fair will be studied and analyzed for years to come as a turning point in our civilization. 

According to one analyst (the Psychoanalyst Rollo May): 

11 lt expressed the tremendous hunger, need and yearning for community on t~e part 

of youth. 11 (5) 

It seems to me that this craving for community is all the more urgent because their family 

ties have become so meaningless. A belonging of a higher order is desperately needed 

as substitute for the family. This need puts a tremendous opportunity and responsibility 

before the Synagogue. A synagogue need not be a monolithic enterprise, streamlined and 

run like an efficient factory. There should be room for semi-autonomous, spontaneous 

association. 

You know, by Jewish Law, every 10 Jews who bind themselves together constitute a new 

congregation. Washington Hebrew Congregation with its 1800 families should spawn in its 

own midst a whole series of special group communities, tightly knit groups, congregations 
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within the congregation. We should encourage groups of people, adults and youth, to 

cluster about a meaningful common purpose. 

Our people in Israel created the Kibbutz. Why can 1 t we adapt it to the conditions 

of this country? If a group of families or individuals wanted to form an urban Kibbutz, 

a modified collective, an expanded sort of condominium, sharing some areas of their 1 ife 

as a cooperative association, we should give it every encouragement under the guidance 

of Jewish ethical ideals. 

Finally, as Jews we must speak more directly to the profound spiritual needs of 

our youth. 

In the past, our people have known times worse than ours. While the nations raged 

and the heathens were in an uproar, the Jewish home remained a refuge of love and 

spiritual beauty. Father and son would draw fresh inspiration as they studied together 

the sacred writings, the legends, the mystics and philosophers who kept alive hope and 

idealism. The Ghetto, ruled by Talmudic ethics never feared the 11 new moral ity 111
• It 

maintained a sol id system of moral values regardless of the immorality and barbarism of 

the outside world. In the past, we never lost the allegiance of our youth. This is no 

longer true today. A recent college survey reported that 13% of the Jewish students 

disavow a religious preference. Some are turning to exotic groups, Zen Buddhism, Bahai, 

or this or that unpronouncable Indian Guru. 

A few weeks ago in New York, I spotted a group of drumbeating youth slowly marching 

down Fifth Avenue, garbed in white robes, chanting and handing out leaflets, advertising 

their favorite Guru. I asked the leader a few questions, including his name, and found 

out that he would qualify to join our synagogue any time. 

The spiritual alienation of so many of our youth is a tragedy that could be prevented. 

Our whole system of Jewish education needs overhauling. Sunday Schools, even the 

best of them, are woefully inadequate. We just haven't been sufficiently creative and 

inventive. There is considerable merit to the latest proposal that our Reform movement 
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sponsor experimentally a few private schools for full-time integrated general and Jewish 

education. Doctrinaire objections, val id perhaps 20 years ago, appear irrelevant in 

today•s radically changed public school situation. It would certainly be worth a trial 

and I hope that men of vision and generosity will be found to give it a start. 

There is one bridge which, at least for us Jews, could span the generation gap. It 

embodies the conservativism of the old by preserving the memory of Israel 1 s great moments 

in history and time-tested wisdom while at the same time it tries to project a vision of 

radical moral and social change for the future. 

The name of that Bridge is the SYNAGOGUE. 

Rooted in history, yet locating the ideal of perfection in the future, the Synagogue 

appeals to memory as well as aspiration and transcends the bias of young and old in a 

higher synthesis of faith and purpose. 

call on you tonight to help me bring our people together under the aegis of the 

Congregation, to unite in programs of study, open discussion and deliberate action those 

who can and wish to be united; to examine together the vexing moral dilemmas of our age 

and to search out the finest minds of our great tradition for guidance today. 

Where individual families have failed, the Temple as a family of families might 

yet succeed. 

As we set out to meet unprecedented needs, let us be prepared for a new look of 

the Synagogue. The Synagogue needs a new image. 

A peasant once came to the city to buy a new suit. When he returned home and put 

on the suit, it did not fit. Returning to the store, he made his complaint: 

11The suit you sold me does not fit.1 1 

The salesclerk took one look at him and laughed: 

11Qf course it doesn•t fit. You put the new garment over your old clothes. You 

must take off the old suit before you can put on the new.1 1 

Thus it must be when the Synagogue adopts a new approach to a radically different 

generation. As we put on our new suit, as we adopt new programs and new methods, we 
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shall of necessity have to take off some of our old clothes, abandon some of the old 

ways of operation. 

The same principle applies to each of us in the deepest personal sense as we face 

the new year with its challenge for renewal. We cannot undergo a meaningful change, 

without first breaking with some of our old ways and habits of thought and action. 

It is God's will that in turning to Him we be renewed: 

TURN US UNTO THEE, 0 LORD ......... AND WE SHALL BE RESTORED. 

RENEW OUR DAYS ........... AND RENEW OUR WAYS. 
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gave the Jewish soul its voice ----a melody of pathos and 

tenderness, a love song if ever there was one. It begins 

softly like a whisper, befitting the humility of the tormented 

• ~ c..J tt".e1-tds1 . . ..J/J~ conscience; ris ng in crescendo ~so that you 
_) 

can aLmost visualize the Jew straightening himself out 

and standing erect before His Haker, joyful at last in the 

glow of reconciliation and new love. 

In tonight's service we underscored symbolically 
~ 

the transition from dark gloom to radiant joy by entering 

the Temple, with its lights dimmed, ---emerging into new light 

after the Kol Nidre chant. The rabbis, cantor and some 

of the officers of the Temple entered through the same door -
as everyone else, in keeping with the idea that we are 

equals in our moral fallability, 

eq.als in the need to rid ourselves of guilt, equals in our 

yearning for forgiveness, equals as petitioners who come 

in from the outside, so to speak, eager to come back, to be 

received into the brotherhood of Israel. 

One of the most respected smaller denominations 

in Afferica maintains a world wide department of political 

an4philanthropic affairs which is known as The f ellowship of 

Reconciliation. IaeallY. 
';/ 

congregation is supposed to be tonight.; a fellowship of 

reconciliation / in the healing of conflict, in the repair of 
,· 

broken relationships, in the restoration of unity. 
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th11"',J,,.,..,'f !u... rotM,t,f.,'J-
rn past years, the attention of congreg~tions~has 

shifted back and forth from political conflicts to those of 

a racial or economic or even religious nature. This year, we 

are concerned not with one particular tension area, but 

with a conflict encompassing all of life: THE G~Nfil<ATION GAP. 

The Generation Gap is world-wide in scope and, at the 

same time, involves almost everyone in a deeply personal way. 

e shall raise 3 questions: 

1. 

1. How serious a problem is it? 

2. What are the deeper causes for the growing rift 

between the generations? 

3.What should be done to bridge this gap? 

HOvJ SERIOUS si THE PROBLEM Or THE GENERATION GAP? 

I had a Hungarian friend who voiced his philosophy of life 

by characterizing a number of situations as hopeless, but not serious. 

Mature wisdom rectizes that there are a number of problems 

in life, hopeless, as far as a final solution is concerned, 

but tolerable in so far as we can manage t1livi:~e problem. 

F'or example, at the present time "hopeless but not 

serious" describes the way many Israelis view the Arab 

problem. They see no solution in sight, but are certain 

that Israel can live, grow and develop despite persistent 

crises. The situation is hopeless but not serious. 

Now, in some respects the generation gap is such a 

persistent problem, inescapable, inevitable, ~you 

might say, hopeless in the sense that the young must 

~---.~ resent and resist adult control and gmidance in their 

-------------------
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natural desire for independence, while the old will always 

be less than enthusiastic about retiring from life's center-

stage. The young want to move in too fast, and the old 

are usually too slow in steppi~g aside., 

_ Thal Hi·O - neirer be a pe,:fect t;rapsj tion from generation t 0 

_:,gar %'El:Gn bat, soutehow the old lm oe al::wa; a made P&&Hl for the 

{ 

I 

JTQlilRg. / In the past, the generation gap was essentially 

a problem of succession, I hope le 8e;==t:.o, ii~ :a,wee 

wi thQ11t !!PS i ors bJJt nQt aeciru:s i e M9 '- ) I oa11 cake it 
...,· 

The modern generation gap, however, is an altogether 

different problem, an almost unique situation. The problem 

with an increasing number of youth is not succession but rejection. 

They don't want to take over the role and life style of the old. 

They want no part of it. 

Asone 17 year old radical student leader put it: 

WE DON I T WANT TO TAKE OVER THE GOVERNMENT. 

WE HANT TO D~STROY IT.~ This rejection is expressed 
symbolically by their physical appearance. Their hair style and 
clothing is a sort of proclamation: WE DON'T WANT TO BE PART OF ~8/&n. 

A determined and ever growing minority of young folks ----./ 

have pushed rejection of the older generation to the ultimate 

point of total separation from the family, taking up residence 

with other rebels of both sexes or joining one of the many 

Hippie colonies that dot the country from East to West. 

They have dropped out of our society, want to live outside 

the socalled "establishmenttt, outside the power struct~ 

For the faraily of each such case, it is a tragedy. 

It marks the end of contact. With good reason the parents 

fear for the health and safety of their self-exiled son or daughter. 

It dashes to pieces all the hopes and dreams the parents cherished 

all along while raising their child. 
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For the youth involved, this break with the family 

and society likewise entails a very great loss even though 
-fµM,~ 

theyAare not conscious of it. 

Loss of contact with parents and grandparents means 

loss of the past. Precisely at the pant when life's most 

unportant decisions must be made, the lessons of experience 

of former generations.re not being passed on. The young must 

find out for themselves at the expense of costly mistakes. 

Cut off from family, the young are deprived of help in 

time of need, of encouragement in moments of indecisionj 

not to mention the motivation for higher achievement and 

ethical conduct which pricile of family provides. 

I cannot imagine a greater threat to Jewish survival 

than such separation between children and parents. 

Judaism, more than any other religion, is a family tradition 

and when the family is ruptured, 

is in grave jeopardy. 

the continuity of Judaism 

'******* 1 {._,2. THE CAV~t:.s cF TH€ G-ttve,V\po1.1 GAp -

with so much at stake, we turn now to our 2nd question: 

WHAT EXPAAINS THIS DRASTIC BREAK BETWEEN THE 

GENERATIONS 7 WHY HAS IT GROWN TO SUCH 

UNPRECEDENTED PROPORTIONS ? 

I see at least 3 reasons for the widening gap between the gertrations: 

The first represents an evolution of our own making. 

/ I mean the trend, growing ever more pronounced, for parents 

, to turn over more and more of their parental role to various 

institutions and agencies. 
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Intentionally or perhaps unintentionally, many of us 

have removed the child from home the greater part of the day. 

as soon as the toddler can walk, he gets shipped off to 

play school or nursery; then kinderga~ten and, of course, ~-.~ 
regular school; then, we keep sending,lor character-building 

to$couts, for religion to Sunday School, for recreation 

to the club, for vacations to camp and so forth ••••• 

~ e all feel that we are making great sacrifices in providing 

these opportunities for our children, but the net effect 

is a reduction of sha~d homelife and the change of the 
{"o""' /e~ j o /j 

parent's role • C C GE 1 chauffeur, 
-J.n widening distance between the generations 

A second fa~is the progeessive isolation of 

family members. 

Affluence has accelerated the atomizati.ahof the family. 

Each one has a home and a car of his own. 

It began not too long ago with the separation of grandparents 

from the family home. Undeniably, the separation enlarged 

comforts for all concerned-----more independence, more privacy, 

but also more isolation and loneliness. 

Non-involvment means fewer argtnnents, but also less 

relationship, less transfer of tradition, less mutual 

influence within the family. 

The walk-out of the grandparents was soon followed by 

the departure of our youth, ----first to out-of-town colleges 

even where first-rate schools were right at home, and then, 

the most recent development which is for young adults, if 

still single after college, to set up their own apk-tments 

even if they live and work in their home-towns. 
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For the first time in history, American parenthood 

appears to be a temporary arrangement. SAid a parent: 

"We're allowed 18 years or so of diapering and 

commenting on report cards, and then we're 

given lk
. ,, 

our wa ing papers. to 

'hands off! 

as , set u ~ , .... 

· - a • i 

he or 
she p~~ •••• u ~:__ ____________ _ 

"'· 
The third and probably most significant cause for the 

widening rift between the generations is related to the 
temper of our times. 

If ever there was a generation of youth that needed 

adult guidance, it is this generation, 

adult world is failing them. 

but regrettably the 

f 
, Make no mistake about it: \-J estern civilization is passing 

Albert Einstein, I believe, through a major morale crisis. 

put his finger on it when he analyzed t he human condition 

in a world of plenty, and yet so tragically unable to organize 

its massive technological power for beneficial ends. He said: 

MANK I ND I S SUFFERI NG FROM A PERFECT I ON OF METHODS 

AND A CONF US I ON OF AIMS . 

Youth the worlafver are prone to rioting because they 

are afraid of this civilization, because society seems to be 

a monster, because they have no confidence that wealth, 

industry and government will be used for worthy purposes, - -

because they see no longer elevated aims. -
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• 

In this morale crisis, facing a mixed-up world whose 

values and ideals no longer command respect, too many of 

our youth have found their elders of little or no help at all. 

Too many parents have nothing in the way of an answer. 

Their pre-eminent concerns seem to be self-serving: 

their eyes on the stock-market, their heart in the country club, 

and their head in the beauty parlor. 

They shrug their shoulders about the plague of ,, 
racism. Poverty? That's the inn ... city's problem. Thank 

God, we live in the suburbs." 
,, 

War 'l Leave it to the generals 

and the 5tat~Jept! '' 

But youth's anxiety persists. If adults truly had 

any love for human beings, why do they evidence such little 

cries out to heaven. as cold, unloving, 

repuls~~ 

At the height of the great student revolt in Paris last 

year, L~oyd Garrison cabled to the N.Y. Times: 

"There is a student mistrust towards all adults, 

all parties, all systems, all established theories." (2) 
Our youth are famished for ideals. They see nothing 

to revere, nothing to rouse their e~m•JI} Their own 
16 f> D) 

Henry V. °:Roberts, in a penetrating yet rebellion is aimless. 
i. 4s C O V t>"\_,. 

deeply sympathetic analysis of the New Left in the .Sfudent 

Movement, concluded: 
0

The New Left represents more of a protest against --- 11 
the way things~ than a program ~the future. (3 J 
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~lhat an opportunity this would be for enlightened 

L,Jewishfparents if only they had a faith orjcieal to communicate! 

The luxury of many a home, however, is in dismal contrast 

to its moral and spiritual poverty. 

Timothy Leary , the psychodelic seer of Millbrook, 

estimates that the percentage of young Jews in Haight-Ashbury ., nt 
is around 40%. In a recent interview, Dr . Leary theorized ~t 

11 fhe Jewish flower children have joined the hippie 

movement out of rejection of the sham and hypocrisy 

J of 

----~after 

l for 

their parents• life ••••• These young people, 

1940, are not interested in joining the quest 

more cars, more machines, and more material things. 

The Jewish home -----Dr. Leary added---- has lost 

much of its origual vitality and its spirituality 

has been dulled." 

If Dr . Leary is not the kind of authO~ity you would take 

seriously, isuggest you listen to Dr. Benjamin B. Wolman, dean 

' of the Institute of Applied Psychoanalysis, who summed up the 

real issue in the current generation gap: 

11 1 1m tired of wealthy people who give their children 

no moral values, coming to rae and saying they don't 

know what's wrong with their yo'1'l.gsters ••••••• 

What's wrong is that the parents are leading hollow, 

empty, shallow lives and not giving their children 

anything to hold on to." 
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Is it love when a parent gives all, but denes to the 

child what he most needs? ls it love when a parent buys 

everything, M but leaves the child without examples 

he can respect? Is it love when a parent sends the 

child into the nost fashinnaB1~ THE 

WITHOUT 

R.LD --~ 
faith in anything, without reverence for anything, 

without Alsustaining ideals or sense of higher purpose? 

The young editor of a campus newspaper was quoted 

in LOOK magazine: 

11Host of our parents grew up in the depression. 

·They are concerned with moneyt1ta tus and dit!) rte 

-~~LDJ!leC!II .. ~ •••••••• To us, abundance and all 

the trappings isn't somet•hing to work for 

becaus~ you have it ••••••• ~o you start getting into 

human values because you've gone beyond the security 

thing. And our parents just can't understand that. 11 

Our rebellious youth, in their rejection of our socalled 

"golden opportunities" 

known all along: 

are teaching us what we Jews/should h~~:, ,., 

11.A.d DOES NOT LIV.; BY BR D ALONE -----

and we might add, neither by sex alone, nor by sports-cars, 

swimrJing-pools, and pleasure cruises alone, 

above all his material wants and needs/man t~~A"i?k ~h .. \3-jf'll-Yf; 
cravingsF ust be satisfied lest all 

blessings turn to curses. 

l-3 • WHAT NUST BE DONE ? 

This brings us to the point of decision: 

bridge the gap between us and our youth 7 

but over and 

has spiritual 
.._ 

his material 

.ihat must we do to 
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sense I they yearn for a 

~ ignificance or larger 
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the deepest need ·.,+~ 
oJAconnnunity and 

purpose . 

of our youth is twofold: 

for a sense of personal 

A month ago, 400 . 000 young folks spontaneously 

converged on Beth El, N. Y. and encamped on a rain-soaked 

open field for a week-end of rock music. They were not all 

hippies. L.any came from comfortable, middle class homes. 

TheWoodstock Music and Arts F'air will be studied and analyzed 

for years to come as a turning point in our civiliation. 

According to one analyst(O-L f>dcf.._o d1..~ 'Ro{fo 'm~a) ! 
"It expressed the tremendous hunger, need and yearning 

for community on the part of youth." c1 
It seems to me that this craving for cornrnunity is all the more 

urgent because their fanily ties have become so meaningless. 

A belonging of a higher order is desperately needed as 

substitute for the family. This need puts a tremendous 

opportunity and responsibility before theSynagogue. 

A synagogue need not be a monolythiJ~nterprise, streamlined 

and run like an efficient factory. I There should be room 

for semi-autonomous, spontaneous association.)/~ ~
1 
hy 4;~ )~ 

r ~ ~ 
(tvery 10 Jews who bind themselves together constitute a new 

congregation. . H.C. with its 1800 families should spawn 

in its own midst a whole series of special group communities, 
1l-L 

tightly knit groups, congregati!;1 within~ongregation, . 

We should encourage groups of people, adults and youth, to 

cluster about a meaningful common pur~ Our people in 

Israel created the Kibbutz. ihy can't weaiapt it to the 

conditions of this country 7 If a group of families or 

individuals wanted to form an urban Kibbutz, a modified 
a.'w\. ~~de d ~,+ '-f c...,dG -..\ t.1 ~ , 

collective,l\sh.a.ring some areas of their life as a cooperative 
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association, we should give it every encouragement under the 

~ uidance of Jewish ethical ideals. 

Finally , as Jews we nust speak more directly to the 

profound spiritual needs of our youth. 

In the known times worse than 

the Jewish home remained a refuge of love and spiritual 

~itther and son would draw fresh inspiration as they 

studied together the sacred writings, the legends, the 

mystics and philosophers who kept alive hope and idealism. 
~ % 4-.-,e.J tu.. 

The Ghe 
1
ruled by Talrnudid-ethics 

of moral values regardless of the immorality and barbarism 

of the outside world. 
'"' ™- re.,+1 J 

l)lllaos::::;me~~..S~Ni~rF"tt:i:e:"11~~{!11e never lost the alleggence of 

our youth. This is no longer true today. A recent college 

srvey reported that 13% of the Jewish students disavow a 

religious preference. Some are turning to exotic groups, 
~p,oKfli-.r~ 

Zen Buddhism, llahai, or~,.1-l~fJthis or th.atAindian 

Guru. /j A few weeks ago in ew York, I spotted a group of 

drumbeating youth slowly marching down F ifth Ave, garbed in 

white robes, chanting and handing out leaflets, advertising their 

favorite Guru. I asked the leader a few questions, 
:fo '-'-c4 .....,~ 

including his name, and ft:; 1, ••=•~ that he would qualify 

to joinl?>1$~ any t~ 

The spiritual alienation of so many of our youth is a 

tragedy that could be prevented. 

Our whole systeaiof Jewish education needs overhauling. 

Sunday Schools , even the best of them, are woefully inadequate. 

~ e jast have~•t J,~en sufficiently creative and inventive. 
~ti~.s,·~ 

There is merit to the latest proposal that our R form movenent 

!llllllf •.i!C'-12~ ~ 
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·1'(\Vc)k f ()V 

sponsor experimentally a fewAschools ~ full-time 

integrated general and Jewish education. Doctrinaire 
revh~ 

valid 20 years ago, appear irrelevant in 
~ 

today's radically changed public school situation. 
T 

It would certainly be worth a trial andnope that 

men of vision and generosity will be found to give it a 

start!. _ 

There is~ridge which, at least for us Jews, 

could span the generation gap . It embodies the 

conservativism of the old by preserving the memory of Israel's 
~d i,..,~-fe.)kd 

great moments in history zraa.t wisdom ~Ri@l~l!lii~@~while at 

the same time it tries to project a vision of radical 

moral and social change for the future. 

The name of that Bridge is the Yl AGOGUE. 

rtooted in history, yet locating the ideal I of perfection 

in the future, the Synagogue appeals to memory as well as 
b:d5 

aspiration and transcends the~ of young and old 

in a higher synthesis of faith and purpose. 

I call on you tonight to help me bring our people 

together under the aegis of the Congregation, to unite 

in programs of study, open discussion and ucliberate action 

those who can and wish to be united; to examine together 

the vexing moral dilemmas of our age and to search out the 

finest minds of our great tradition for guidance today. 

here individual families have failed, the T~ple as 

a family of families might1's~cceed. ,, ~eed.s 
As we set out to meet unprecedented --c:e, ditisu1s, let us 

be prepared for a new look of the Synagogue. 

~~ -
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A peasant once came to the city to buy a new suit. 

When he returned home and put on the suit, it did not fit. 

Returning to the store, he made his complaint: 

The 

"The suit you sold me does not fit." 
-.+ hh

salesclerk took one look and laughed: 
,1_ 

11 0f course it doesn't fit. You put the newJarment 

over your old clothes. You must take off the old 

suit before you can put on the new. 11 

Thus it must be when the Synagogue adopts a new approach to 

a radically different generation. As we put on our new suit, 

as we adopt new programs and new methods, we shall of necessity 

have to take off some of our old clothes, abandon some of the 

old ways of operation. 

The I same principle applies to each of us in the deepest 

personal sense as we face the new year with its challenge for 

renewal. We cannot undergo a meaningful change, without first 

breaking with some of our old ways andhabits of thought and 

action. 

It is God's will that in turning to Hirn we be renewed: 

TURN us UNTO THEE, 0 LORD •••••••••• frt,,1) wt ~HI\U. 0c IRF571)nlj_ 

RENEW OUR DAYS ••••••••• AND RENEW OUR WAYS. 
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THE GENERATION GAP 

One of the lesser known statistics in our country is the number 

of runaway children. Each year, an estimated half-million teen -
(1) 

agers run away from home. In seven years time, the warrants issued 

by parents for the return of runaway children has doubled, according 
(2) 

to the police departments of Chicago and New York. These tragic 

statistics dramatize the growing division between parents and children 

in our land. In addition to the half million boys and girls who run 

away from home, there are many, many millions who stay, but desert the 

values, morals, standards of behavior and beliefs of their parents. 

For some time now, this problem known as the "generation gap 11 has been 

recognized as one of the nation's most serious problems. 

In re-examining this much discussed subject, I shall try to answer 

three basic questions: 

1. What makes the generation gap today different from previous times? 

2. What are the major causes of our generation gap? 

3. What can we do about it? 

1. THE BASIC DIFFERENCE 

Is our generation gap really different? Have not all parents and 

children in the past experienced conflict with each other? Is it not 

natural for young and old to see things in the light of their own 

different experiences? Did not every normal youth resist the authority 

imposed upon him by the adult world? In what way is today's generation 

gap different from what it was in former times? 

The basic cause of the generation gap is, of course, the difference 

in age. 11 The trouble with parents," wrote a small girl, 11 is that they 
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are so old by the time we get them, it's hard to change their habits. 11 

In the past, this difference in age used to be taken care of by the 

passage of a little time. As children grew up, they would pass through 

the same experiences as did their parents and, before long, the children 

came to feel and think like their parents. Mark Twain recorded this 

process of gradual reconciliation between parents and children in his 

remark: 

11 When I was a boy of fourteen, my father was so ignorant I could 

hardly stand to have the old man around. But when I got to be twenty

one, I was astonished at how much he had learned in seven years. 11 

In a world that remained fairly stable a child would naturally 

grow up very much like his parents. The anthropologist, Dr. Margaret 

Mead, says of those former times: 

11 The grandparents could conceive of no future for their grandchildren 

different from their own past. 11 

Such times are gone. We live in an age of fantastic change. 

Someone said: 

11 Change is changing faster than change has ever changed before. 11 

Within less than a single generation, we have moved from the electronic 

to the nuclear into the space age. Our children grow up in a very different 

kind of world. There is less chance that like young Mark Twain they would, 

after a few years of growing up, come to see eye to eye with their elders. 

This, I believe, is the basic difference between the generation gap today 

and former ages. 



2. THE CAUSES 

Let us now ask our second question: Wherein do youth and their 

elders differ most sharply? What are some of the specific causes of 

the conflict? 

Our youth are the first TV generation. The whole world, with 

its conflicts and different ideologies, has been brought to their 

attention from earliest childhood on. They are more aware of social 

and moral problems than were their elders at a similar age. 

Then, there is also an 11 education gap. 11 The fathers of two-thirds 

of today's college students did not go beyond high school. Education 

exposes the minds of youth to many new ideas, including ideas of change. 

Our youth are more apt to question and to challenge the accustomed ways. 

Related to the extended education as a cause of conflict is the 

prolog ed childhood of our youth. Young Americans remain separated from 

resp~ble participation in the adult community longer than any other 

youth in the world. This is one of the reasons why so many of our youth 

feel restless and frustrated. They resent being treated like children 

when, physically and mentally, they believe to be adults. Although 

extended education is meant for their future good, in their own view, 

school robs them of independence. School is what keeps them out of real 

life with all the opportunities for adult achievement, experience, and 

full respect as young citizens. They feel trapped. Frankly, we have a 

dilemma which no one has solved as yet: how to give our youth education 

through the upper teens and beyond, and at the same time grant them 

meaningful work experience, civic responsibility and the independence 

young adults would want for themselves. 
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The generation gap is being widened by the inconsistency of the 

adult world. We want our adolescents to outgrow childhood but we do 

not give them enough responsibility for self management. When they go 

ahead and 11 do their own thing," we rush in with interference, often for 

trivial reasons, and put brakes on their drive toward adulthood. A 

typical illustration is the case of a group of teenagers (boys ranging 

from fourteen through seventeen) who built for themselves a clbuhouse 

at the edge of town somewhere in New England. They used scrap materials; 

they stole nothing at all. There was not a delinquent act in the whole 

enterprise. The three-room building was 20-by-20 feet. The town 

authorities praised them for their industry and tore the house down. 
(3) 

They mentioned a number of minor building code violations. 

Youth's drive to "do their own thing 11 cannot be stopped, for this 

is the basic meaning of the adolescent experience. It is 11 try-out time 11 

for all sorts of plans and dreams and II ookie" ideas. It seems to me that 

we just have to take the chance of letting youth gradually do more of 

their own thing and learn by their own mistakes. 

No discussion of the generation gap would be complete without 

reference to the home and the family. It is no secret that the American 

family is going through revolutionary change, the outcome of which 

cannot yet be predicted. I would like to call attention to two developments 

which have diminished the influence of home and family life upon our 

children. 

First is the 11 take-over 11 of many functions of home and family by 

other institutions and agencies which, in effect, are replacing the 

authority of the parents. Intentionally or, perhaps, unintentionally, 
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many of us have removed the child from home the greater part of the day. 

As soon as the toddler can walk, he gets shipped off to play school or 

nursery; then kindergarten and, of course, regular school; then we keep 

sending him for character-building to Scouts, for religion to Sunday 

School, for recreation to the club, for vacations to camp and so forth. 

We all feel that we are making great sacrifices in providing these 

opportunities for our children, but the net effect is a reduction of 

shared home life and a transformation of the parents ' role from leader 

to chauffeur. 

The other development which is likewise weakening the influence of 

the family is the progressive isolation of each family member. We have 

become a nation on wheels. We are constantly on the move. Gone are 

the days when several generations of the same family would be living 

toglher either in the same home or in the immediate vicinity of each 

other. Family members are scattered all over the country and keep moving 

every few years to a new residence. We are approaching the day when every 

adult family member will drive a car of his own. Soon each will also live 

in a home of his own. It began not too long ago with the separation of 

grandparents from the rest of the family. 

Distance from other family members means less involvement, fewer 

arguments, but also less relationship, less transfer of tradition, less 

mutual influence within the family. 

The walk-out of grandparents was soon followed by the departure 

of our youth. First came enrollment in out-of-town colleges even where 

first-rate schools were right at home, and then, the most recent development 
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which is for single young adultsto set up their own apartments even if 

they live and work in their home towns. 

For the first time in history, American parenthood appears to be 

a temporary arrangement. Said a parent: 

11 We 1 re allowed eighteen years or so of diapering and commenting 

on report cards, and then we're given our walking papers." 

The deterioration of our home life is accelerated by an ever-widening 

communication gap. For many families this~ the heart of the generation 

gap. Statistics bear out the fact that a majority of youth do not 

discuss deeply personal problems, such as sex and drug involvement, with 

their parents. Youth claim they can't trust anyone past thirty. This 

cleavage goes deeper than a straining of relationship and affection between 

parents and children. It involves a culture gap, a mutual rejection of 

the values each generation stands for. In many a home it is as though 

parents and youth were living in different worlds, with different morals 

and different hopes for the future. 

3. WHAT TO DO ABOUT THE GENERATION GAP 

This brings us to the point of decision. What can we do to bridge 

the gap between youth and the adult world? I would like to propose 

five guide lines: 

1. The first is perhaps most important: Do not over-react! 

A child has an instinctive need to rebel. Carl Van Doren said it 

wel 1: 

11 Affection, indulgence and humor alike are powerless against 

the instinct of children to rebel •.. if they have no reasons for it 

they will invent them like nations bound on war. 11 
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So, relax. When your adolescent is just plain contrary and seems 

to oppose you on e'!._!:!Y issue, no matter what, don't eat your heart 

out wondering "what have I done wrong?" Most growing children keep 

testing their own strength by contesting their parents' authority 

again and again. 

You can ease this constant tug of war by giving your child options. 

For example, if you must curb his TV time, put it this way: Are you 

going to do your homework before or after watching TV? Your message is 

clear: homework must be done, but you are allowing him some choice in 

scheduling time for it. There are situations, however, in which you 

cannot compromise or offer alternatives. In a matter of basic morality 

or hazard to health, you must act the part of the responsible parent 

and overrule the child. For example, you cannot allow him to take a 

weapon to school or to engage in destructive acts. In such situations, 

it is best for the parent to act firmly and quietly and avoid, if at all 

possible, abusive language and physical violence. 

2. Never forget that it is better to help the child toward self 

management than keep him permanently under parental control. Persuasion 

takes longer, but it is much more effective than coercion, in the long run. 

Remember that there are limits to your control. You cannot watch all the 

time. The unconvinced child will find secret ways of satisfying his wish 

as soon as he is outside effective parental supervision. 

3. The third point is the most constructive suggestion I can make. 

Start with this question: When the child is rebellious, what is he 

trying to prove by it? He wants to show you that he is somebody! It is 

a bid for recognition. The rebellion against adults is really a rebellion 

against his own childhood which he is slowly outgrowing. He doesn't want 

to be a kid any longer. 
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The best way to curb this rebelliousness is to give the child 

legitimately what he needs. Most of all, he needs more self respect. 

Be sure to praise him for every achievement, however small. Accentuate 

the positive! Don't sneer when he proudly reports some accomplishment, 

"So what? Big deal!" Don't be negative. Suppose the child comes home 

with a fine paper marked "B". "Why couldn't you get an 'A 1 ? 11 would be 

a destructive reaction on the part of the parent. 

Don't forget, the adolescent is full of self doubts. Despite all 

the swagger and big talk, he is very unsure of himself . He needs a 

boost and loves the person who gives it to him. 

Next to praise, I consider work experience the most effective 

way of building up a child's self esteem and reducing his need for 

rebelliousness. Give him a chance to earn some money. By working, the 

youth becomes part of the adult community and learns responsibility. 

There is no more meaningful recognition for the youth than being 

rewarded for work well done. One of the best things we could do for 

our community would be for educators and business leaders to get 

together and create more job opportunities for youth after school and 

vacation times. This would integrate them into our society and we 

would be raising contributors rather than revolutionaries. 

4. The fourth step requires no special organization, just a change 

of attitude on our part. We need to take more initiative in establishing 

better communication with our youth. Remember, communication begins not 

by talking but by listening. One of the nation's distinguished educators, 

Dr. Charles Keller, made a statement which teachers and parents should 

never forget: 
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11! find that when they are listened to, they will listen. 11 When 

you pay attention to the child and help him express himself, you make 

him feel that he is being respected as an individual. This doesn't 

mean that his opinion must prevail. There is no need to pretend 

agreement. There is need to listen and pay attention. After he has had 

his say, he wi 11 more wil 1 ingly accept your I no 1
• 

11 

There is also need for parents, especially fathers, to spend a 

little more time with their children. The father-son relationship 

could be greatly improved by a couple of hours pleasantly spent by 

both, sharing some interest, hobby or sport each week. Mother and 

daughter could likewise reach a much finer understanding if they had 

a little time together, not just doing chores but doing what both 

enjoy. 

John D. Rockefeller III, Chairman of the Rockefeller Foundation, 

made the surprising proposal of holding a nationwide 11 Dialogue Week. 11 t 
The object would be to bring together young people and business 

executives in every community to plan some community project in which 

youth and adults could work together for the rest of the year. Such 

contacts would prevent the notion among our young people that the 

so-called 11 establishment 11 is an insensitive, heartless monster, a notion 

which has been spread by young militants of the New Left. Of course, 

the initiative for such dialogue sessions, conferences and workshops 

between youth and communal leaders must come from the adult world. It 

is an interesting proposal which any of our service clubs could turn 

into reality. 
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5. My last suggestion is for us to nip cynicism in the bud by 

being careful not to expose our children to hypocrisy at home. Good 

citizenship must be exemplified and the most powerful example is that 

of the parents. It is important that children witness at home a real 

concern for the welfare of the larger community. Let them see 

constructive political action. If you don't like something, show the 

child the way we can act in a democracy. Write a letter to the editor 

of the newspaper or contact your congressman, or present the matter 

before any organization to which you belong, including your PTA or 

service club. Don't say about problems, "There is nothing we can do. 11 

The child will come to believe such cynical comments and will end by 

believing that democracy is a hoax and a fraud. 

You would be surprised how observant children are of your 

unguarded expressions at home. Your child will have little respect 

for your religious observances and beautiful prayers when, after 

church, he hears you use foul language or speak with malice and 

hatred about other folks. He will have little respect for law and order 

if he overhears your boast as to how you broke a traffic law, fixed a 

ticket or chiselled some advantage for yourself. It is difficult to 

raise children up on a high moral code when morality is violated right 

at home. 

* * * 
So, this is my five-point program for bridging the generation gap: 

1. Don't over-react to your child's rebelliousness. Much of it 

is natural and instinctive. 
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2. Instead of seeking to dominate the child, try to help him 

toward good self management. 

3. There will be less need for rebellion if the child receives 

recognition and feels that he is being respected for his legitimate 

efforts. 

4. The very least we can do is to maintain communication. It 

begins by listening. 

5. Help young people preserve their idealism. Don't destroy 

their faith by bad examples. 

If you think that this approach is much too soft, if you would 

prefer the tough methods of former generations in raising their children, 

remember that we live in a radically different age, an age of revolu

tionary change. What Abraham Lincoln said of his day applies even more so 

to these critical times: 

11 The dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy present. 11 

As the world has changed, so we, too, must change with it. 
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llii <;!:'-,:j;;Jj tf.~n this lirst Rosh Hashanah ,s your 

raobi, alld se~Jthis vast congre5ation, r think with profound 

respect o1 the iounoers and lead rs 01 this historic Temple 

specially my 1mmeaiate preoecessor, tn late rlabbi Gerstenfeld 

und r J.~~~g lead rshl.1,) v,ashii gton Hebrew Con6 reg. grew 
and prosp red . 11IG/iiii■-~h ts WLi~~· af~acirne a mandate to 

to turn our resources,1Ul.Iin1mm.mru!,Ul2 our material and moral power 

for th good of Israeland all the childr n of man. 

I pray that God may giv us th wisdom to build a future 

worthy of our past. 

To all of you I say L sbona ••••.. Hay you oe 

' 

us 

you. and your beloved. ones who ar s c..vea. wi. th you, e of 1--; 
; .J • 

. ~ra 1~ your n _art now ha.p.peas to ach•~in recent ber avement 

or in yearn1Ilg 1or those who once sat a.t -%{ir side, I pray 

that you be stren0 tn ned alla upli1ted by that wondrous sense of 

unity every Jew feellt(is night with his people and ,a./ve1e,:f/tst~ 
,- Uiw. whose presence is vi th us \..H to all Eternity. 

nx~•a::xxac~a::J .£ o t too long ago, a small article in · 

a H brew newspaper from Israel «axgkiXmJ:XIJ:~~~rn:;;;=::. 

was :eeb tbi"' Led a'.ts •!!j to.1d of a visit which the famous 

heart-transplant surgeon, vr. ~nr1st1an Bar#nard made to a S. Africa . 

Je¥Jish orphanage in Capetown ; .IIWillAmllm The article said that 
. 5-!/i.ik- f d b t Dr. Barnard had b en asked to a ew wor s u was overcome 

bye otion and n v r finished. 

His openi1g statement xaxx to the 45 orphan children was: 

"We ilav c.rged rrom ,:,ne era 01 conceri. tra tion canps. 

hav tc::..ie 1,he heartof a colorea. wan an<i transplo.nted 

it into the ooay of a Jew. Then, we treated him with 

m a.icines which had been produced by Germans." 

Ai., th.Ls point, tue article r J:iOrted, Dr • .aarnard"'s hands began 

"" f 1 wi tn te~r·s ana. he said: to tr iliDle, his'-17es 1i a. -

11 pardcn me, my c.l.ula ren, ou. t I am over co e by 

motion." 
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iliY WAS 'IrlE GUOD DvCl' rt SG UPSE1? 

My own 5 uess is 

for numan beings 

between the kiLd 

that as a sci entist with a strong ethical concern 

he felt acutely th tantalizing contradiction 

of world that is possible and the kind of 

world that is. Earth, aided by science, could again become 

a Garden of hden -----if only human beings could be decent to one 

another. But, a hate have perverted the blessings 

of technology into 
• . ), f\'Y\.0\,\ t.{ µ ~~ < l,v\lV\~ • 

c:1' di his is the plrgfft 

of m.x mankind, ---- and who with a feeli115 hear t would not 
:wasted weep over man's mm.mm opportu ities ? 

\" e are conrused. a1.1d .P rpl exed. How can this fatal gap 

o tween techho.logical pow rand mora.l impotence be bridged? 

We havea world fu.1l of Kno-w.Ledge, yet lacki1~g in wisdom.-, If ,:, 
a comp.1icatedym.ixed up world in wnich to rbisJ c ildrsn. 

A Japanese mothbr e.nterea a toy-sholJ. 1he salesman 

showed ht.-r a certc:.in d.o-it-yours:14f toy ror her 4 year old 

son. Sh tink~red a whil e with it but coulan't make it ~ork. 
11 Is not :.uu:xx:tm:~ such a com.elica ted toy unsuited 

10r a yount, child'? sn asKc,d the salesman. 

He rep.Lied: 

"(,n tne coi trary, ruadam, this toy will help 

your chila become ao.Justeo to modern life. 

whichev 1 wuy you ~ut it together, it will 

come out wrong." 

That just aoout d sc0ibes tne worla bitua tion. 

t.'v 1 J L1ol1 ti cal cnar.0 
or social rerorru seems to cre~te more 

..t:-'rool m) t.ha.n it sol VLS. C0J.onia~1sm :Ka&XllllCJUHXlllKll 

v,i til its o_pr'ress.Lun aD.d ex.t1loi t c... tion was overthrown---~ ~ 
·\ISS the n wly iude~enden t nations ha.v n1c:na6 ed to wa5 e no less than 

55 wars 01 s1gnii1cant size since 1945. Capitalism has grave 

defects, but communism is no panacea. The Leaoue of 1ations was 

ineif ctive, but is the U.N. any better? 

Whateve r we do seems to cowe out wrong. 
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So, here we are, a cont::,rega tiun, kr.cti:d:x•lix.:tiag:exhr1ut a ~ - ....__ .... ,....,,__.. 

~ild ib og ,,_,<5-tJ.st', huddled together drawing a certain amount 

of comfort out of our ~ogetherness, but -----~hat can we really do? 

How ca~~translate~~oncern into effective action? 

What can this Teiple do? -
Jewish traaition summons us to action by means of a symbol, 

the most characteristic High Holy Day symbol printed on rr.any 

a osh Hashanah 5 re ting card: Th.t!.. .3HOFAR. 

It is sounded during the 

Slichot penitential services Frior to the Holy D~ys; it will 

be heara. tomorroVY uorning ana. again at the very end of Yom Kippur. 

Our ~Fs ri5htly sus~ect~ that the cor of the High Holy Day 

:tbl:am• 1uesoa0 e must so t>how be conv yed to us through the Shofar 

sounds. What is that ill€S6Bbe? 

There are 3 distinct sounds, each known by a special term. 

11.IND 
1. 0lit.;VAnIN: CO l~T THl:. INDIVIDUAL 

Easiest to identify is the one whola series of blasts, called 

"Shevarim. " It is a quick s~cces&ion of broken sounds , 

short staccato blasts of ins norn . 

rt is as though tne 3hofar were callin6 each and every one of us 

separately . RLCOGNL:.t.. THl'.. Ii~DI VIDUAL , the Shofar seems to say, 

rAY AT1.c..r.TI01'l TO li l.S lfor..D; SHO,v COl\JC.tl-'iN .r'Ort HIS DISTil,CTIVEp 

~ PEh~OhAL co111 11.r10N. 

During d1e grea t d.eJ?ression in the 196)s, tis!:KXKxxas. 

President Roosevelt often talked about the socalled "Forgotten Man , " 
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know hwere his n xt meal v,ould come :from, the man on the margin, 

insecure and treffiolin0 tu finu the pink slip of discharge in his 

next pay- nvelo~e. 

Today, the feeling of bt"ing for got ten is universal; 

it is basic to th con~it1on of the vast ruajoriLy of people, 

regardless or economic status. The mass society, the 

computer a 0 e, tends to reuuce huru&ns to digts and insiuc:.tes into 

our CO.llSCiuu.sness the feeling of not counting very lliUCh , of 

not rea~ly matterini as a sia5 le i~aiviaual. 

When henry David Inoreau was a Yv'-'-ne!, ooy or ~ix, he was 

ii1troduceu to iill aault visitor who, int ~ course of a little 

small talk, asked:tNEX Mkx::tx 

AI~D WhAT DO Yv1 WAlu TO .d.c., DAVID , ,,EEJ:. YOU GROW UP ? 

Young Thoreau drew himself U..t-1 an.a. answered: I WA1T TO BE ME . 

It is the heart's desire of ev8ry man to be himself and t~xi 

we al: want to fe el tnat th re is some meani1.g in being a unique, 

unrepeatable y~rson, in fulfilling our identity. 
o"" y .soc~ .v ""'-c; \, I •-:y~:+. <in- 1 _ho_~, ~ 1-v:) 

d1.sense elf personal signiricance alls , however, :SeL:::s 

,-denieG to man) o:I:' as :iii oar soeiet.9 a:nd civilization 

We speak or an identity crisis. 

When can you r eally be yourse.l:f? 

All day loL~g you JJlay a.ii'!'erent rol es , tryin5 to fit in, 

~djust ing to othe r, ~~rgLr ~atternb O L belvnbing. 

We have troubLe harmonizing our different rol es : 

You are a woman, a v1if e, a rn0thcr; you also work, 

you belong to organizations, you have social and communal 
~ s ~ e c,f.e er /L> ~re ~ ~ c/5 tt.~ -~ .f ~ ~ s-d-~ 

obL1.gations. You cc:?:n:aot 2os~ibly ao JU5tl,ce to alU.-Jie cl, 
__sJJewr!lt1S m&drt Pfi"tt 50a. you feel you. fall short, but you 

have hardly time to think. Yourtime has been programmed slm,~t ~ 
to tue last minute --- 1,,, lk, h"-'1vJf-~~ _ ~ r4. 
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Cr, you a ..:: e a mar, husoand and 1a1h1..r. You must earn a living. 

You. ~ belon0 to cJ.ubs anci you are under pressu.re to take 

~art in busir.ess, professional c.na. ci vie life. Everywh0 re you 

turn, you are ruet by tt11:; de1uands ana ex_, ctat101,s of other$. 

fi:iimxuaroi.ig:w.Krh;Jmli1u1uaxmxm bociety ex_l.)ccts yo1,;. TO l''IT IN, to dress, 

talk a.no. act i11 a certain wa.y. __ When your o wn pace, 
;y0urse.1f , ~J~ sati .... iy yuu.r o ,n &tandard ? ------

1 Frou. l,nt: m0illt:n t, Juu s t<:,p 1 to yuur car i th morn1n0 and l mer0 e with Lhb lo11w .Line 01 mov1n6 vehicles, you are p rsuaa.eci 4t you must f....11 in li.t.e, stay in line, run with the crowd. 

1
1

.liL .J:t 'L,rtGUTT.t.N 1•.h1~ TuDnY I..., .1..ti.,d Ii.,.1.\1.'..r~ hAN, AL01 i .B.t. ~,' IlDi: ... ,t.IJ, 

.h(J.1. i...UI'.i't ;:,l,n.J:!, 11L.c.n1 ...... rt 111.l,J .1.'\.t!. u l..L.C., .. h)' 1., ... \.IV.t.h t.Al5'Id ·CE IS B.t.ALLY 

,i&J-\i 1,I.r.l..J 1~ 1•.1:.r.ld 1 ll.c. . 

Tomorrow worni110 the Sh va.r1m staccato olasts ot t.ne Shofar 

shuu~u oe re0eivea as a y rsona.L s16nal to each of us 

to step out of' th anonymous crowd so to speak, to see hi!I:.self as 

a uL.iqu~ly enc.lowed pt•rson whose life, according to the sages , 

equals the value OI the, ura verse------ a.nd if you dont feel that 

way , thtn I say to you that eith~r you failed as a Jew or this 

Temp~e has f~i.Led yo~ aha we n~~u to do better. 

" ~~ "" 
'l'here is ili 'ttle chance of you.r ever\ do anything 

for th comwunit.Y or mank11.d , if you have no re6ard for yuur ov.n 

value, Lack1.ne, selires.i;:e ct, ~lack all mot1.vatiun to be involved 

or cuucern a. with cthErs . 

If one life does not matter, then all lives don't mat'ter. -If one inJu.s~ice is unim~ortant, than all tnL world's inju~tice is 
~~ .f . h . 

· t t If I care li'ttle wheth~r I~ my ~1 et is un1.m9or an ••••• 
way or that, I shall care ~ven less about 'the conduct, the morals, 

th cJ 1di ti.on the v ry survival of all mankind . 

In t 11 c: tradi t.Lon or auth ntic Judaism, every minutia of your 

privaue lir 
command 

is of suffici nt im~ort&ncb, for some rule or 

to aisting~ish th right and wrong in the situation. 
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You are not an authentic J~w ii you are n0t conc~tned abo1....t 
. . j "-Sf-- (;:Lt, r ,-fM 

living evuy ruoment aud. faci 1,1::> ev y situation ir.l\.the d' ·1 

thica.1ly b~st pOSbiOJ_e way. 

'o r tn~s reaso , uu.r m.i,,le prof:,ram must b e so structured tuat 
,~:v :ct"-t-L.. 

every~ .1s mau1c; to leel that nis every di.1~mma, his every 

concern, his evcLy decision is ~orthy 01 our attention, 

that we sh&r e in t..i.s pe:rsonal Joys and sorrows, that we want to hear 

him, le&..rn \vi th him and Join hands with him i1ommon action. 

IL one respect the a~~roaoh oitnt synaboge dif1ers 

1ro,.,. all other orc..aniLeu 0 1oups. /. .1.1 01,h _r rou s and ~ts 
a11.d-1J,s e sru:.e -~1,A u want tu 1tnl.1st y0ur he.ip, your br[ins, your money?\ or· x~gxils . 

the improvement 01 SOwL- th.1u6 ~lse -------tt. uynat.;,ogue ; 
- ~1,,.. ... _e..,'I.J . 

on tn othLr h&na
1

sees no chance 0~ iillpruving' ~ t~c world unless 

~e ~e6 in ¼ith you, the i c...iviuual. In th~ congr .g~ti Jn, no ma1ter 

r.i0w big, t1:e 1.1,divic.u.al p rson, comes first;fcr mankind, lik\.t. thTt-

sound 01 "Shevarim 11 is a melody cor.a.t'osed uf inc...ividual not~s. 

2. xxn .I.. T 1 1.iDJ-d{: I An_'IhQ_§.IqI,AL Li CONCERN 

Tf1e sec,.,nd kiLa 01 sound you hear out of the Shofar is 

known as "T'ruah", a wailing sort o:t sound, undulating between 

high and lo~ n0 tes J 4.1. · :: x1i1ss1»1011vmiuaoi&gy very similar 

to a rc..tm r common ty1) e of police ana arr.bulance signal, a sound of 

warning. 
In .Biblical times, o1>posi te each kir.e; of Israel was a 

proph
6

t who reviewed natiunal poiicy in the libht of justice 

ra~her than ~ulitical ex2ed1ency. 
woula. tha t we had a pro.Lhet op .LJ &lsite the 1.'hite t.ous e; 

haa. so1.ueone to speak for the conscience of the t1ation; 
t· an &.nd non-compromising, 

would thr t there were a voice, non-par is 

seeking not to tranquilize but to arouse. 
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~ommunication ha6 vastly im~roved bu t no t sensitivity. 

We have immured oubbelves b hiou thick walls of in~ifference. 

Apathy dulls OJ.r perce _t-> ti on . We hear anci see no evil. 

,-;;-: f, bram bachar , r e. tL_rnL1g 1·r om a trip around the world, 

( tells us , that reacli1.g tne muniing newspape r in :r, ew Delhi 
. ;t-4"Vv-'~ ' 
ne \'l1tfr,:P a !c ~ t-a:.r:~ a tiny line, bun.ed some .h ere ir1 the 

back pabes of '- he faper theporting the.. t during the night 

over 300 COTiJSBS of starvatiun victims lv.ac. been picked up on the 

str~ets of that one city alone •••.•.... 

One mi~lion childr .n st~rve to death in Biafra ana the 

gre& t n& tions, ours incl ucied , shrug th< ir dii:lor1e tic shol, ld~rs 

and the U.N. passes the buck with verbose impotence. 

Cain watches Abel die anCl is unconcerned: AM I MY BHOTH:::.R ' S KEEPER? 

7 years ago, the Eichmann trial made hea~lines in the 

USA for ~year. Newspapers, magazines and TV gave it detailed 

coverage. The picture of the balding , bespectacled man with h.> 
._ sharply pointea nose anQ thin lips who greased the engines of 

death iJ}st-;-b consumed 6 million of our p oi:ile, a ppeared countless 

times. vlhen the trial of history's biggest mass murderer v1as over, 

a public opinion _poll was c 
1

~0 det ermine how much interest the 

public had taken in this supeeme case of man's inhumanity to man. 

The results of this poll were incredible: 

41% of the public did not know, despite all the publicity, 

that ~ichmann was a Nazi-----and listen to this: 9% thought 

that Adolf ~ichmann was a Jew! 

Apathy, disinterest made the ave r age reader skip over the 

reports of Lichmann's atrocities---- the same way most of us 

m2.nage not to hear the cry of the impoverished • 
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Followinb the assassination of Robert F. Kennedy, a T.V. 

stationUB-~ in New York responaed byprojecting on its channel 

for 2½ hours the single word: SHA.Ml:. . 
t~e _ rJ.,Ul--r c elf cl 

Would th&t~~hofar sound of T'RUAH tOJn.orrow morning-tF&ftoSil:ctea 

i led.fin our nunds ; 1~ql/,'.'stion: MAN, WH"'"" ARE YOU ? 
'-1,C..,.._\.~~ ~~~S.•~_,St.,C,~ . I~~&~ <J (They a e exploiting, robbi g, killing, --th~ air is being 

poisonea, the rivers polluted -am- minds contaminated with 
J 

hate, crime stalks our streets, cities are dying and young 

people arearoppin5 out and drifting -------and what are you 

abo .... t it? 

3. T'KH .. H: ThL CA.LL TO AC1ION 

XM~AMrlXjA~¼Mu Theie 1s only one other sound one can make with 

the Shofar: the T.c.l\.111.H , a clear, strong call, the signal for 

action. 

To speak bnu to prhy , y~t f~il to act, woulQ ri~htly expose 

us to tne contempt of all. It would discredit our Temple in the 

same way in which a certain boyscout troop bec&m~ discredited 

in my eyes as a char&cttr buil~in6 a 6 ency when I overheard 

an 11 year old. new ca.ndida te :kx,:xx fer the tenderfoot badge 

as he was try1ni to memorize the scout law: 

A scotAt is trustworthy, loyal, h~lpful , friena.ly , 

courteous, 

brave, clean and rtvenmt.<k, 

lmpress d , b~~~~~J'v~,~ay , 

y~ar for you , trying to do all these fine things! 

"Not really, 11 re_pli ea. the boy , 

memorize rhillmm, not do them . 

we just have to 

Friends, ours is no1, a creed to memorize , but a life to live. 
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For too 1.u&ny· ceri. tur1 ;:; we nr<=>y e1. and d.- - d ~ ~ reo~ea an waited. 
"1 n thE: auven t u_ the ;:ftaiJe ·'1 Isr'-' -v = ~, we have become action 

minded. Ne snal~ no longer watch witn impotent rage 

the assault on DJllmmtr'4pi our honor, nor allow a single drop 

of Jewish blooa to be s~1Lled·~ G d~~~~~~~L.~ 
J3 &Lil v.ith im.l::'unity. Bvery <ihree:,.t or attack on our 

peoJle anywhere will find. us ready not only to plead and 
. :;,....,,,\., ~u. ( c..(_,,, 

p t1t1on, but to work anu give and if necessary .1 e light 

~:;;rE: to tne snedci.1ng of bloot oI our _enemies . 
~;-:;-~~r=---

T t. KI v l' rine"> lil vur ears, one ~AA-H;1a8i~ ff~r eB¥0 &, n th:a-& 
1ent waitiLb . remir.can us that inaction 1s a death sentence --------

· e=a; e a ::ne .. pso;±c, f ;e;eQ l:;iy th n b1:t111il • i ca1 aa.rty~ 

~ ~eo.t:1le who do not let..rn to act for their own selfprcserva tion, 

v.Lu. l!l!l][ftXXa«i ~in~stand up anc... f1 6 nt for the 

rights 01 otht.rs. 

Lnder the syilibul ui ~n~ ~hJfar , the aJna0 ogue reveals its 

,,..,~~-il-'i~=- f~on ab a I e1,ilJ'l..tl.8 iaui:t:.:c:.=~tJ e .J. wi:sh:: 
j9#tfl:le < 1-atJ · 1 tfhi G:i-oirs 

tw.. 
Let u.s nut re~~aiate 

snortcoru1n0 s, but rat, .cr 

oecause of ~ r~~t
reconstruct it in keepin6 v.1th its 

owr:.. 1a.eals .Fo.J..lo"i116 the ·~ .::.,hevarim~ sound of 

urief , blLgle o~asts, L~t us reach out to the sinble indivi~ual; 

in kee _t?ll1b ¼1th 1.he T' ruah s1 0 nal 01 'vic.rnin6 , le. t us magnify tr.e voice 

01 cow~&ssion and concern a~d in res?ons to the T' kia call to action, 

let us moiivaLe xR~x~xxx~ o~r cor-gr~g~tiun to erup:cy its great 

_poteni;ial _i:)Ower fo1 the good ~:
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our b)r-others and for our br~ __ '. 

(~1n1 . h p. lj --- ~oi }id.re, ~Y ~ -


